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The relationship between research and practice has long been an area of interest for 
researchers, policy makers and practitioners alike. One obvious arena where mathematics 
education research can make a practical contribution is the design and implementation of 
school mathematics curricula. This requires research that is fine-grained and focused on 
individual student learning trajectories as well as large-scale research that explores how 
student populations typically engage with the big ideas of mathematics. This research forum 
brings together key work from the United States and Australia on the development and use of 
evidence-based learning progressions/trajectories in mathematics. In particular, the forum 
will consider their basis in theory, their focus and scale, and the methods used to identify and 
validate learning progressions. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

Learning progressions, or learning trajectories as they are more commonly referred to in 
mathematics education, are not new. For instance, it could be said that scope and sequence 
charts and year level outcome statements represent particular forms of learning 
progressions/trajectories. While there has been considerable research in particular domains 
over many years that has contributed to our understanding of how knowledge is constructed 
and informed practice in those domains, it is only relatively recently that learning 
progressions/trajectories per se have become the focus of systematic research efforts (e.g., 
Clements, 2002; Confrey, 2008; Daro, Mosher & Corcoran, 2011; Siemon, Izard, Breed & 
Virgona, 2006). 

Ever since Simon’s (1995) introduction of the notion of Hypothetical Learning Trajectories, 
there has been debate about the meaning and use of learning progressions/trajectories in 
mathematics education (e.g., see the special edition of Mathematics Teaching and Learning, 
6(2) in 2004). A common element in the different interpretations and use of the terms is the 
notion that learning takes place over time and that teaching involves recognising where 
learners are in their learning journey and providing challenging but achievable learning 
experiences that support learners progress to the next step in their particular journey.   

Another common characteristic is that, to varying extents and in different ways, learning 
progressions/trajectories are based on hypothesised pathways derived from experience and a 
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synthesis of relevant literature, the design and trial of learning activities aimed at progressing 
learning within the hypothesised framework, evaluation methods to assess where learners are 
in their journey and the efficacy of both the framework and the instructional materials and 
approaches used. 

The focus of a learning progression/trajectory may relate to a particular instructional episode 
(e.g., Simon, 1995; Tzur, 2007), a specific aspect of the curriculum (e.g., Clements & 
Samara, 2009) or a much larger field of mathematics learning that encompasses different but 
related aspects of mathematics (e.g., Confrey & Maloney, 2010; Siemon, Izard, Breed & 
Virgona, 2006).  Their development and use may vary from a reflective practitioner working 
to understand and support his/her student’s attainment of a specific learning goal over a 
relatively short time frame through to an extensive network of teachers and researchers 
working collaboratively to understand how students in general might be supported to progress 
their learning in a particular domain or field of mathematics over an extended period of time.  

Concern with the numbers of students ‘falling behind’ and the considerable range of 
achievement in any one year level (e.g., Siemon, Bleckly & Neil, 2012; OECD, 2014) have 
prompted educational systems and researchers in a small number of countries to work more 
closely together to identify evidence-based learning progressions/trajectories that might be 
used to inform teaching and map student’s progress over time.  While these vary considerably 
in their focus and scale, there is much that we can learn from each other to further the work in 
this field and to build new knowledge that is likely to make a difference to student learning 
(e.g., see Daro, Mosher & Corcoran, 2011, p. 13).  

The research forum is likely to be of substantial interest to a PME audience as it is concerned 
with the application and up scaling of research to practice to make a difference in 
mathematics classrooms.  Also, as this work is relatively recent, the forum provides an 
opportunity for a reality check. For example, does this work translate to other settings? Is it a 
valid use of research conducted for other purposes in other contexts and do the results and 
affordances outweigh the limitations?  

The forum brings together key players, selected on the basis of their recognised contributions 
to this field, to consider what is meant by learning progressions/trajectories and explore a 
range of issues associated with their development and use including theoretical framing, 
research approaches, implementation and evaluation. Anne Watson has agreed to serve as a 
critical friend to summarise the shared contributions and put the work on learning 
progressions/trajectories into a broader context. 

It is difficult to succinctly capture the body of work represented by each of the contributors 
and their colleagues in a way that is both fair and accurate. So for the purposes of building a 
coherent picture and facilitating discussion, contributors were invited to discuss their work 
(past, present and future) under three headings: research approaches, starting points and 
developments, and practical applications and/or implications. These are presented in turn 
followed by key questions raised by our critical friend, Anne Watson. The intent is to 
highlight both the commonalities and the differences in the conceptualisation of LP/Ts 
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Key questions to be explored in the Research Forum: 

What characterises a learning progression/trajectory? What purposes do they/can they serve? 
How are they different to or compatible with theories of conceptual development?  

What is situated and what is universal about learning progressions/trajectories? 

What research designs, techniques and evidence are used to develop, evaluate and refine such 
progressions?  

How are learning progressions/trajectories used in practice? What is the evidence? How are 
they related to task sequences used in countries like China and Japan? 

Anne Watson comments:  

Coming to the work on learning trajectories (LTs) as an outsider to the LT community, my 
interest is in what this body of work offers for teachers and others who have not been 
involved in the research, and how it does that. It seems to me that the development of 
learning trajectories has been around for a long time under other names: curriculum 
development, schemes of work, didactic-focused professional development, task sequence 
design, ... so I am interested in what distinguishes an LT approach more than the minutiae of 
differences within the community.  

In the recent ICMI Study 22 on task design (Watson & Ohtani, 2015), there emerged a set of 
parameters which, it was claimed, any proposals for mathematics instruction should populate 
in order to justify and validate their approach (Watson, 2016). Briefly, any proposal should 
be clear about the theories of learning on which it is based, the structure of mathematical 
concepts to which it adheres, and the means by which tasks, teaching environments, 
knowledge and learning are expected to interact in practice. It should be clear about 
intentions, educational aims and learning goals, and about the likely mental, symbolic and 
physical actions that will arise to support learning. Expectations about learners within local 
norms of teaching should also be clear, including how activity has to be scaffolded through 
language, materials, and so on. On the face of it, work on LTs appears to attend to all these 
parameters, taking research into the structure of mathematical concepts through learning as 
the basis on which the other parameters are addressed, although the extent and methods of 
addressing learning in authentic educational contexts differs across studies. 

RESEARCH APPROACHES 

A variety of research approaches have been used to conceptualise and construct the learning 
progressions featured here. These will be discussed in turn. 

Ron Tzur 

For the past 25 years, my research program consisted of four interrelated components. The 
first involves articulating hypothetical learning trajectories (HLT; see Simon, 1995; Simon & 
Tzur, 2004) in the areas of multiplicative and fractional reasoning (Tzur, 2004, 2014; Tzur, 
Johnson et al. 2013). The other three components focus on explaining mathematics learning 
as a cognitive change process (Simon, Tzur, Heinz, & Kinzel, 2004; Tzur, 2011a; Tzur & Simon, 
2004), on linking this model to teaching that can promote progression along those trajectories 
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(Tzur, 2008, 2011b), and on identifying corresponding shifts in mathematics teacher practices 
(Jin & Tzur, 2011; Simon, Tzur, Heinz, Kinzel, & Smith, 2000). This four-fold program is rooted 
in the premise that mathematics teaching is a goal-directed activity. A teacher’s goal is to 
promote students’ learning of the intended mathematics—which requires a twofold 
understanding—how learning of particular mathematics may progress and how teaching may 
foster such progression.  

To strengthen this twofold understanding, my work on articulating HLT led me to distinguish 
two types of studies on learning trajectories. The first foregrounds conceptual landmarks that 
constitute a learning trajectory; the other foregrounds the conceptual transformation involved 
in progressing from less to more advanced landmarks. I term them Marker Studies and 
Transition Studies (respectively). This distinction is important because, no matter how 
detailed and ‘dense’ the conceptual landmarks of a particular trajectory may be, they do not 
provide an explanation of the change process from one landmark to the next. Because a 
primary goal of my work on HLT is to contribute to the knowledge base about the 
aforementioned twofold understanding (of learning, of teaching), I have conducted mainly 
transition studies. 

My main method for linking learning of particular markers with teaching that can foster that learning 
is the constructivist teaching experiment (Steffe, Thompson, & von Glasersfeld, 2000). In a teaching 
experiment, a team of researchers sets out to test hypotheses about how learners’ available 
schemes may (a) enable assimilation of and engagement in mathematical tasks that could (b) 
bring forth transformation (reorganization) of these schemes into new, conceptually more 
advanced schemes. To this end, team members serve in the dual role of researcher-teacher, 
which entails they reflexively promote, and study, transitions between markers. Indeed, a 
research team might intend to promote a particular conceptual advance, such as the transition 
from counting-all to counting-on (Tzur & Lambert, 2011). However, teaching experiments 
are conducted with an a-priori expectation that unintended conceptual advances may arise, as 
was the case with the Unit Differentiation and Selection scheme (McClintock, Tzur, Xin, & Si, 
2011). 

In recent years, I have complemented teaching experiments with two other methods. The first 
follows Kilpatrick’s (2001) assertion that empirically grounded models should be 
corroborated through quantitative methods. For example, using a written instrument to assess 
elementary school students’ multiplicative reasoning enabled corroborating the predictive 
power of a central component in Steffe’s (1992) model—number as composite unit (Tzur et 
al., in press). The second method involves elaborating on findings (markers and/or transitions) 
from previous teaching experiments (Tzur, 2014). Here, I focus on articulating the 
transformation of available into more advanced schemes (markers) by applying the model of 
learning as a two-stage process of cognitive change (Simon et al., 2004; Tzur & Simon, 2004) 
to others’ findings. 

Doug Clements and Julie Sarama 

Our 30-year work with learning trajectories (LTs) began with the creation and testing of LTs, 
but has come to span the full range of research and development (R&D) in education. That is, 
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our study and use of LTs have broadened our perspective to now contending that LTs 
following our multifaceted definition have ramifications for all aspects of curriculum (e.g., 
ideal, expected, available, adopted, implemented, achieved, or tested, Clements, 2007). This 
requires a wider range of methods (that we will discuss in subsequent sections). For this 
section, we focus only on the R&D methods we use for the creation, refinement, and 
validation of LTs, with examples of two LTs, for geometric measurement and shape 
composition. 

Our initial viewpoint considered a learning trajectory as a device whose purpose is to support 
the development of a curriculum or a curriculum component. Building on Simon (1995), but 
emphasizing a cognitive science perspective and a base of empirical research, we 
conceptualized “learning trajectories as descriptions of children’s thinking and learning in a 
specific mathematical domain, and a related, conjectured route through a set of instructional 
tasks designed to engender those mental processes or actions hypothesized to move children 
through a developmental progression of levels of thinking, created with the intent of 
supporting children’s achievement of specific goals in that mathematical domain” (Clements 
& Sarama, 2004, p. 83). In other words, each learning trajectory has three parts: (a) a goal, 
(b) a developmental progression, and (c) instructional activities. To attain a certain 
mathematical competence in a topic or domain (the goal), students learn each successive level 
(the developmental progression), aided by tasks (instructional activities) and pedagogical 
moves designed to help students build the mental actions-on-objects that enable thinking at 
each higher level (Clements & Sarama, 2004). We address the determination of the goal in 
the following section; here we address the other two components. 

Others have based their LTs on historical development of mathematics and observations of 
children’s informal solution strategies (Gravemeijer, 1994, 1999), anticipatory thought 
experiments (that often focus on instructional sequences), or emergent mathematical practices 
of student groups (Cobb & McClain, 2002, with a similar methodological approach in which 
instructional design serves as a primary setting for development). 

Our approach is grounded more in cognitive science. Creating the developmental progression 
stands at the heart of our process of building LTs (methods will be summarized in a 
subsequent section in Tables 5, 6). We begin by learning from others, conducting 
comprehensive research reviews (Barrett, Clements, Sarama, & Cullen, in press; see the 
reviews for measurement in Clements & Barrett, 1996; and for shape composition in 
Clements, Sarama, & Wilson, 2001; Clements, Wilson, & Sarama, 2004).  This may be 
sufficient to establish a cognitive model of children’s thinking, but if details are lacking, we 
use grounded theory methods and clinical interviews (Clements, 2007; Ginsburg, 1997) to 
examine students' knowledge and ways of thinking in the content domain, including 
conceptions, strategies, intuitive ideas, and informal strategies used to solve problems. The 
researchers set up a situation or task to elicit pertinent concepts and processes.  Once a 
(static) model has been partially developed, it is tested and extended with constructivist 
teaching experiments, which present limited tasks and adult interaction to individual children 
with the goal of building models of children’s thinking and learning (Steffe, Thompson, & 
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von Glasersfeld, 2000). Once several iterations of such work reveal no substantive variations, 
it is accepted as a working model. 

This model is subjected to validation and/or refinement through hypo-deductive applications 
of qualitative methods such as teaching experiments and quantitative methods such as 
correlational analyses between level scores (Clements, Wilson, & Sarama, 2004) and Rasch 
modeling (Barrett et al., in press; Szilagyi, Sarama, & Clements, 2013). As an example of the 
latter, we used confidence intervals to detect segmentation and developmental discontinuity, 
with non-overlapping intervals interpreted to suggest the possible distinctness of contiguous 
levels of development (Szilagyi, Sarama, & Clements, 2013). 

Next, the third component is built. Sets of activities are taken from successful interventions in 
the literature or created (or tasks are adapted from previous work) by the developers. In both 
cases, key is ensuring that the activities are theoretically valid in engendering or activating 
the actions-on-objects that mirror the hypothesized mathematical activity of students in the 
target level (that is, level n + 1 for students at level n). Design experiments and microgenetic 
studies (Siegler & Crowley, 1991) are employed, using a mix of model (or hypothesis) testing 
and model generation (e.g., a microethnographic approach, see Spradley, 1979) to 
understand the meaning that students give to the objects and actions embodied in these 
activities and to document signs of learning. As in all phases, equity must be considered 
(Confrey, 2000; NCTM, 2000). 

Jere Confrey and Alan Maloney  

We describe two major components of our research around trajectories over the last twenty 
years: 1) our work together on developing and validating the learning trajectory (LT) for 
equipartitioning (1995-2011) and 2) Confrey’s current research building “Math-Mapper 6-8” 
for middle grades, on a foundation of learning trajectories, which constitutes a “digital 
learning system (DLS).” We will describe development of the equipartitioning learning 
trajectory in this first section, and the recent Math-Mapper work in the subsequent two 
sections.  

We have used a variety of methods in developing LTs. In our original work on the 
Equipartitioning LT, we began with Confrey’s splitting conjecture (1988; Confrey & 
Scarano, 1995), namely, that an independent cognitive construct for splitting differs from that 
of counting. After an extensive literature review on evidence for the independence of this 
construct, we chose the term “equipartitioning” to clarify that this involved not simply 
making parts, but making equal-sized parts. Further, we identified two relatively distinct 
literatures, one for sharing groups fairly and the other for sharing a whole fairly. We 
integrated these previously separate notions of sharing into a single learning trajectory. The 
new trajectory consists of 16 levels, covering three cases of equipartitioning (Table 1): 
Sharing a collection (na) among n people, sharing a whole among n people, and finally—
building on the previous two—sharing multiple wholes that did not divide evenly (one with 
more wholes than sharers and one with fewer wholes than shares, which could be addressed 
by students in either order, depending on their prior knowledge from instruction and 
experience) (Confrey, Maloney & Corley, 2014).  
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Level Proficiency Level 

16 

Generalize that a objects shared among b persons results in a/b 
objects per person, applying strategies based on both the 

distributive property and ratio reasoning, and asserting their 
equivalence.  

15  
Apply distributive property to multiple wholes, demonstrating 

equivalence of multiple ways of equipartitioning over breaking 
or fracturing 

14 
Make factor or split-based changes in the number of objects, the 

number of people sharing, and/or the size of fair shares, and 
predict the effects on the other variables (co-splitting) 

13 Predict the outcome of a composition of splits on multiple wholes 

12 Equipartition multiple wholes among multiple persons and name 
the resulting shares in relation to referent units 

11 Assert that a whole can be equipartitioned for all natural 
numbers greater than 1 (continuity principle) 

10 
Demonstrate equivalence of non-congruent parts across or 
within methods of non-prime equipartitioning (Property of 

Equality of Equipartitioning) 

9 
Demonstrate and justify how extra shares can be redistributed 

for fewer people (additive changes) sharing collections 
(equipartitioning over breaking to quantify compensation). 

8 

Demonstrate and justify the effect of factor-based changes in the 
number of persons sharing on the size of a share, and vice versa, 

for collections or single wholes (inverse variation to quantify 
compensation) 

7 
Predict, demonstrate, and justify outcomes, including with 

multiple methods, of compositions of splits on collections or a 
single whole. 

6 Predict (qualitatively) the effect of changes in the number of 
people sharing on the size of shares (qualitative compensation). 

5 
Re-assemble equal groups or parts to produce the collection or 
the single whole as “n times as many” or “n times as much” as 

a single group or part 

4 Name the shares resulting from equipartitioning collections or 
single wholes, in relation to referent units  
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3 Justify results by counting, stacking, arrays, or patterns 
2 Equipartition a single whole (circles and rectangles) 
1 Equipartition collections 

Table 1. Equipartitioning LT levels (read from bottom to top) 

To validate the learning trajectory, we undertook two primary research initiatives.  

1) In a study of children across grades, we wrote items corresponding to the levels and 
administered them to students in grades 1-5. Student item responses were coded, then 
analysed using item response theory. We showed that in general, the items for the LT lower 
levels were less difficult than the items for the upper levels.  

2) In a design study, we utilized curriculum units we developed to support the LT along with 
a digital tool we had developed to collect student data from automated diagnostic tasks that 
corresponded to the different levels (Confrey & Maloney, 2015). We worked with 12 
students, grades 2-4, from high poverty settings, for two summer weeks. We articulated our 
initial conjectures and conducted a daily debriefing session to revise plans based on each 
day’s observations (Confrey & Lachance, 2000). We periodically conducted one-to-one 
interviews with students to understand how their thinking was developing. At the end of the 
study, we reviewed the data from the diagnostic assessments, video, and notes, and drew 
conclusions about how the LT levels, the curriculum, and items might be modified in light of 
the results. In general, we also described the trajectory in terms of a) the development of the 
cases, b) the way in which students generated strategies at early stages, c) whether the 
students developed a sense of properties at the second levels and d) how they showed signs of 
reasoning in a connected fashion at the higher levels. 

Di Siemon and Marj Horne 

Our learning progression journey began in 1999 when RMIT was commissioned to identify 
and document what was working in numeracy teaching in Years 5 to 9. For this purpose, 
numeracy in the middle years was seen to involve:  

• core mathematical knowledge (in this case, number sense, measurement and data 
sense and spatial sense as elaborated in the (Australian) National Numeracy 
Benchmarks for Years 5 and 7);  

• the capacity to critically apply what is known in a particular context to achieve a 
desired purpose; and  

• the actual processes and strategies needed to communicate what was done and why 
(Siemon & Virgona, 2002)  

A quasi-experimental design involving a representative sample of 47 Victorian schools was 
used to address the research questions. In the first phase of the project, data were collected 
from just under 7000 Year 5 to 9 students using rich assessment tasks and scoring rubrics 
based on the dimensions of numeracy described above (see Siemon & Griffin, 2000; Siemon 
& Stevens, 2001). These data were analysed using SPSS and Quest, a Rasch modeling tool 
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developed by Adams and Khoo (1993). The item analysis confirmed that the tasks were 
appropriate for the cohort tested and that it was possible to measure a complex construct such 
as numeracy using rich assessment tasks that incorporate performance measures of content 
knowledge and process (general thinking skills and strategies) across a range of topic areas 
using teachers-as-assessors.  

While the tasks in this instance were based on the expectations described in the National 
Numeracy Profiles, our subsequent work on learning progressions has used a slightly 
different approach. The first step has been to identify a hypothetical learning trajectory (HLT) 
from the research literature for the aspects of mathematics that we are interested in and have 
some basis for believing may relate to a common underpinning ‘big idea’ (e.g., see Siemon & 
Breed, 2006; Siemon, Bleckly & Neal, 2013). The HLT, hereinafter referred to as a draft 
learning progression, is used to inform the selection and/or development of rich tasks 
designed to assess not only the core knowledge associated with the areas of mathematics 
under consideration but also, students’ ability to apply that knowledge in unfamiliar 
situations and explain or justify their reasoning. The tasks and scoring rubrics are then trialed 
with a relatively large number of students in the target population and the data analysed using 
item response theory (e.g., Bond & Fox, 2015). This allows both students’ performances and 
item difficulties to be measured using the same log-odds unit (logit), and placed on an 
interval scale. Items (parts of tasks) that do not fit the model are either rejected or refined and 
re-trialled. The scale is then interrogated by at least three experts in the field to identify and 
describe patterns in student performances at similar locations on the scale. This results in the 
identification of a number of levels or Zones within the progression for which teaching 
advice is prepared in the form of a learning assessment framework (LAF). The framework is 
then trialled in schools and evaluated using parallel assessment forms and analysis methods. 

STARTING POINT, DEVELOPMENT, AND REFINEMENT OF LTS 

Ron Tzur  

Assimilation, a core constructivist principle (Piaget, 1985), is the starting point for any HLT 
study I conduct. Assimilation entails any new learning can only be as good as the goal-
directed activities afforded, or constrained, by learners’ available (assimilatory) schemes. To 
teach and study how learners transform (reorganize) assimilatory schemes into new ones, 
with my teams I thus first engage in articulating fine details of the three parts that might 
constitute their schemes (von Glasersfeld, 1995). The first part is the mental template 
(‘situation’) by which learners may make sense of a given ‘input’ (e.g., mathematical task), 
which triggers the goal(s) they would set to accomplish. This goal would call up the second 
part of the scheme—a mental activity sequence that the learners have been using to reliably 
accomplish their goal(s). While the activity is being carried out, the learners’ goal(s) regulate 
their noticing of effects that either match or do not match the scheme’s third part—a result 
they expected to ensue from the activity. Detailing all three parts of learners’ assimilatory 
schemes is vital, because conceptual change is postulated to commence, and thus possibly be 
fostered, through their noticing of actual effects that differ from the expected ones (Simon et 
al., 2004). 
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To articulate learners’ assimilatory schemes that would serve as a starting point for studying 
HLT, as well as the hypothetical process of change those schemes may undergo, we combine 
two main sources: task-based interviews with participating learners and scrutiny of previous, 
relevant research. Using these two sources reflexively, our goal is to detail the precise 
boundary between schemes we infer students have already constructed and schemes into 
which the available schemes could possibly be transformed (yet to be constructed). The 
notion of precise boundary entails close attention to one of two stages at which we infer 
learners’ schemes to have been established (Tzur & Simon, 2004). An anticipatory stage of a 
scheme is inferred if the learner can use it spontaneously and independently when solving 
relevant tasks. A participatory stage is inferred if the learner can use it albeit not yet 
spontaneously and independently (e.g., by somehow being incited for a novel use of an 
activity).  

Our hypotheses of how an intended conceptual transformation may be fostered differ based 
on the stage of learners’ assimilatory schemes. If we infer an anticipatory stage, we identify a 
relevant participatory stage of a new scheme to serve as the goal for their next learning. 
Accordingly, we detail ways to proactively promote Reflection Type-I, which is postulated to 
promote a transition to the participatory stage of the next scheme (Tzur, 2011a). In this type 
of reflection, learners compare between effects they expected and actual effects they noticed 
to ensue from their activity. Such a comparison provides the mental mechanism for creating a 
novel, provisional relationship between the goal-directed activity and its actual effects that, 
importantly, can be formed solely on the basis of what has been previously available to the 
learner.  

If, however, we infer learners’ schemes to be at the participatory stage, we set the goal for 
their next learning to be the anticipatory stage of that scheme. Accordingly, we detail ways to 
proactively promote Reflection Type-II, which is postulated to promote that transition (Tzur, 
2011a). In this second type of reflection, learners compare across mentally recorded instances 
in which an activity did or did not ensue particular effects, that is, they compare across re-
presented activity-effect dyads. Such a comparison provides the mental mechanism for 
abstracting the regularity (invariant) in and reasoning for why, in relevant situations, 
relationship between the goal-directed activity and its effects must necessarily be what they 
are.  

To illustrate how the above constructs are being used as a starting point, I provide an example 
from the study (Tzur & Lambert, 2011) that led to identifying 4 sub-stages in first graders’ 
shift from counting-all to counting-on, that is, from having no concept of number as a 
composite unit to the early onset of that concept. For that study, we sampled all students who 
spontaneously and independently used the counting-all strategy for adding two previously 
counted collections (e.g., 7 cubes and 4 cubes). Our inference of the scheme that underlies 
such a strategy included:  

Situation + Goal Activity Sequence Result 

Having separately counted all 1s 
in each of two given collections 

Starting over from 1, count 
every tangible item in the 

Reaching the final item to be 
counted and stating the number 
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of tangible items to find their 
numerosities, set out to find the 
numerosity of a combined 
collection of those items 

combined collection by creating 
1-to-1 correspondence between 
those items and number words in 
the conventional sequence 

word that corresponded to this 
item to indicate the numerosity of 
the entire combined collection 

For a child at the anticipatory stage of this (counting-all) scheme, we set out the goal to begin 
constructing a participatory stage of a scheme that would give rise to the concept of number 
as composite unit, as indicated by the development of a counting-on strategy (Steffe & von 
Glasersfeld, 1985). To this end, we would engage students in a playful activity I have created, 
called How Far From the Start (HFFS). In this activity, Player A would role a die, stand on a 
tile marked Start, walk from it while counting the number of steps implied by the dots, write 
that numeral on a sticky note, and place it on the tile where she just stopped. Player B would 
then role the die, walk the corresponding number of tiles while starting at the tile with Player 
A’s sticky note, write the numeral on another sticky note, and place it on the tile at which she 
stopped. Then, both learners figure out how far is the sticky note of Player B from the start 
(e.g., 11).  

The HFFS activity assumes learners will begin finding the total number of steps by 
assimilating the task into their available scheme, that is, by using counting-all. While they 
play, the researcher-teacher will begin probing for their reflection on the effect they can 
notice, namely, always calling out the number on Player A’s sticky note (e.g., 7) when 
counting to find the combined total. For example, we may ask the players to stop their count 
while stepping on that tile and tell us if they are surprised to have said this number word (7). 
We may also ask if they could consider starting at a spot and a number word other than 1. We 
will likely also shift from real tiles to a drawn out board game marked with Start and End 
tiles. This allows us, later, to cover some of the tiles on Player A’s path to further orient the 
learners’ reflection onto the possibility to use Player A’s location/numeral as a start. We 
found that, by letting players switch roles between Player A and B, and repeating these 
experiences, they can create a provisional link between their counting-all activity up to the 
stopping point of Player A (7) and the effect it ensued—stating with the number-after 
(Baroody, 1995; Fuson, 1992) when resuming their count (e.g., 8). This new, provisional 
linkage opens the way not only to starting the count from Player A’s stopping point (7) but 
also to keeping track of the count of 1s in Player B’s walk. That is, a new stage of 
anticipating where to start (Tzur & Lambert, 2011) is formed at a participatory stage, as the 
learners replace 1 as the start for finding the combined total by their noticed effect of starting 
from Player A’s stoppage (e.g., 7; 8-9-10-11). 

Conceptual reorganization (accommodation), another core constructivist principle (Piaget, 
1985), coupled with a corresponding, student-adaptive pedagogy (Tzur, 2013), underlies my 
development of HLT. Above, I provided a brief description of the two types of reflection 
and two stages (participatory, anticipatory) that enable reorganization of assimilatory 
schemes into new ones. By student-adaptive pedagogy (AdPed), I refer to the cyclic, 7-step 
process I postulated (Tzur, 2008) as an elaboration of Simon’s (1995) seminal introduction of 
the HLT notion. In a nutshell, these 7 steps include (with pointers to the example of fostering 
transition from counting-all to counting-on in parentheses):  
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(1) Specifying students’ current conceptions (assimilatory schemes, e.g., counting-
all with the 1-to-1 count, starting at 1, to find numerosity of a combined collection);  

(2) Specifying the intended mathematics (situation/goal, activity, and effects to be 
noticed, e.g., “anticipating where to start the combined count”);  

(3) Identifying a mental activity sequence through which the conceptual change 
may evolve (e.g., stoppage of counting-all with reflection on the noticed stoppage 
place and how/where counting is resumed); 

(4) Selecting and/or adapting tasks to promote the intended learning (e.g., HFFS); 

(5) Engaging learners in the task while letting them use previously constructed 
schemes first (e.g., using counting-all in HFFS); 

(6) Monitoring learners’ progress (e.g., developing facility with the game played 
over tiles opens the way to shifting to the board game); 

(7) Introducing follow-up questions and probes to foster Reflection Type-I and/or 
Reflection Type-II (e.g., asking “Were you surprised to have said 7 when, to find 
how far was Player B from the start, you recounted from 1?” or covering a few tiles 
on Player A’s path when using the board game). 

When conducting teaching experiments, we develop HLT through two types of analysis—
ongoing and retrospective (Steffe et al., 2000). Ongoing analysis focuses on inferring each 
individual learner’s conceptual progress during the most recent teaching episode(s). Here, the 
team makes inferences about changes in the learner’s anticipation and explanation of effects 
they notice to ensue from their activity, and the extent to which the learners can use the newly 
abstracted anticipation spontaneously. Those tentative inferences (conjectures) constitute 
Step 1 of the 7-step cycle, which inform Steps 2, 3, and 4 in the design of teaching for the 
next episode.  

After completing all teaching episodes, further development of HLT occurs though 
retrospective analysis, which focuses on distinguishing and explaining plausible ways in 
which learners’ mental systems may give rise to their observable behaviors (actions and 
language). Drawing on the principles of grounded theory methodology (Glaser & Strauss, 
1967), retrospective analysis identifies commonalities across different learners’ solutions 
while striving to specify schemes that, we infer, could serve as conceptual underpinnings of 
those solutions. Those schemes, for which we detail both the participatory and anticipatory 
stages, become the markers of HLT. Then, going back to the data, we search for ways in 
which transition from one scheme (marker) to the participatory and then anticipatory stage of 
the next one might have taken place, along with instructional moves that seemed essential in 
fostering that learning.  

Refinement of HLT is accomplished by further organization of findings from my teams’ 
work and from other research teams’ studies of similar trajectories (e.g., Clements & Sarama, 
2004; Maloney, Confrey, & Nguyen, 2014). While staying close to the data from which the 
HLT were created, this organization involves sequencing of schemes and transitions between 
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them along a developmental continuum. In collaboration with researchers from other teams, a 
developmental continuum is linked with more general models, such as the model of units 
coordination levels (Hackenberg, 2007; Ulrich, 2014), which transcends additive, 
multiplicative, and fractional reasoning. Further refinement of the HLT is then attained 
through using the continuum of markers and transitions to teach and study different student 
populations, such as students identified as having learning disabilities in mathematics (Hord 
et al., 2016; Hunt, Tzur, & Westenskow, 2016; Xin et al., 2016), teachers (Tzur, Hodkowski, 
& Uribe, 2016), or across social-cultural settings (e.g., China; see Huang, Miller, & Tzur, 
2015). Of course, working with different populations may confirm the HLT we have been 
developing and/or present challenges that require further refinement. I return to this last part 
of the refinement process (with different populations) in Section 4 of this paper.  

I have been fortunate to work with several teams that produced two HLT—one focusing on 
multiplicative schemes (Tzur et al., 2013) and the other on fractional schemes (Tzur, 2014). 
The scope of this Research Forum paper precludes full presentation of those two HLT. 
Below, I briefly list the markers that constitute each of them. Details of transitions from one 
scheme to the next and of instructional tasks to foster those transitions can be found in 
previous publications. 

The HLT for multiplicative reasoning includes 6 Schemes: (1) Multiplicative double 
counting (mDC); (2) Same-Unit Coordination (SUC); (3) Unit Differentiation and Selection 
(UDS); (4) Mixed-Unit Coordination (MUC); (5) Quotitive Division (QD); and (6) Partitive 
Division (PD). It should be noted that distinguishing UDS was not intended or hypothesized 
before the teaching experiment, but rather compelled by children who indicated explicit 
inability to make the conceptual leap from SUC to MUC. 

The HLT for fractional reasoning includes 9 schemes (the letter ‘S’ in each acronym stands 
for ‘Scheme’): (1) Equi-Partitioning (EPS); (2) Partitive Fraction (PFS); (3) Splitting; (4) 
Iterative Fraction (IFS); (5) Reversible Fraction (RFS); (6) Recursive Partitioning (RPS); (7) 
Unit Fraction Composition (UFCS); (8) Distributive Partitioning (DPS); and (9) any Fraction 
Composition (FCS). 

Doug Clements and Julie Sarama  

When we began, we accepted that the first component of an LT, the goal, should be 
determined by standards (ideal or expected curriculum) created by dialectical process among 
many legitimate stakeholders (e.g., CCSSO/NGA, 2010; NCTM, 2000, 2006). When more 
detail was needed, we used reviews of the research literature to identify objectives that 
contribute to the mathematical development of students, build from the students’ past and 
present experiences (Dewey, 1902/1976), and are generative in students’ development of 
future understanding. We now also believe that LTs should play a more active role in 
determining, as well as incorporating, goals, an issue to which we return in the final section. 

Regarding our examples, the importance of geometric measurement was well established. 
However, there was less extant justification for the domain of composing geometric forms. 
We determined this domain to be significant in that the concepts and actions of creating and 
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then iterating units and higher-order units in the context of constructing patterns, measuring, 
and computing are established bases for mathematical understanding and analysis (Clements, 
Battista, Sarama, & Swaminathan, 1997; Mulligan & Mitchelmore, 2013; Park, Chae, & 
Boyd, 2008; Reynolds & Wheatley, 1996; Steffe & Cobb, 1988). 

A complete learning trajectory includes an explication of the mental constructions (actions-
on-objects) and patterns of thinking that constitute children’s thinking at each level of a 
developmental progression, how they are incorporated in each subsequent level, and tasks 
aligned to each level (that promote movement to the succeeding level). The learning 
trajectories construct differs from instructional design based on task analysis because it is 
based not on a reduction of the skills of experts but on models of children’s learning, expects 
unique constructions and input from children, involves self-reflexive constructivism, and 
involves continuous, detailed, and simultaneous analyses of goals, children’s thinking and 
learning, and instructional tasks and strategies. Such explication allows the researcher to test 
the theory by testing the curriculum (Clements & Battista, 2000), usually with design 
experiments (Cobb, Confrey, diSessa, Lehrer, & Schauble, 2003). 

The genesis of the shape composition learning trajectory was in observations made of 
children using Shapes software (Sarama, Clements, & Vukelic, 1996) to compose shapes. 
Sarama observed that several children followed a similar progression in choosing and 
combining shapes to make another shape (Sarama, Clements, & Vukelic, 1996). Initially, 
children learned to fill a hexagonal frame with other pattern blocks, but only by trial-and-
error. Later, they created combinations systematically. Sarama re-viewed the behaviors all 
kindergarten children exhibited and found that children moved from placing shapes 
separately to considering shapes in combination; from manipulation- and perception-bound 
strategies to the formation of mental images (e.g., decomposing shapes imagistically); from 
trial and error to intentional and deliberate action and eventually to the prediction of 
succeeding placements of shapes; and from consideration of visual “wholes” to a 
consideration of side length, and, eventually, angles. We combined these observations with 
related observations from other researchers (Mansfield & Scott, 1990; Sales, 1994) and some 
elements of psychological research (e.g., Vurpillot, 1976) to refine this developmental 
progression. 

We then designed tasks to elicit each of these hypothesized levels. We conducted clinical 
interviews using these tasks, validating that the actions-on-objects posited to underlie 
solutions could be observed. We then used quantitative methods, confirming that they formed 
a reliable and valid sequence (Clements, Wilson, & Sarama, 2004). At that point, we 
confirmed a developmental progression in which children move levels of thinking—from 
lack of competence in composing geometric shapes, they gain abilities to combine shapes—
initially through trial and error and gradually by attributes—into pictures, and finally 
synthesize combinations of shapes into new shapes, that is, composite shapes.  

Turning to the third component, we designed instructional tasks in which children worked 
with shapes and composite shapes as objects. We wanted them to act on these objects—to 
create, duplicate, position (with geometric motions), combine, and break apart both 
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individual shapes (units) and composite shapes (units). We designed physical puzzles and 
software environments that required and supported use of those actions-on-objects, consistent 
with the Vygotskian theory that mediation by tools and signs is critical in the development of 
human cognition (Steffe & Tzur, 1994). Simultaneously, we documented what elements of 
the teaching and learning environment, such as specific scaffolding contributed to student 
learning (Walker, 1992)—planned a priori or occurring spontaneously. Thus, designs are not 
determined fully by reasoning. Intuition and the art of teaching (Confrey, 1996; Hiebert, 
1999; James, 1958) play critical roles. 

Work with the measurement LT differed in several ways. First, the larger literature in that 
domain allowed us to use a research synthesis to form the initial LT (Sarama & Clements, 
2002). Second, the presence of assessment tasks, empirical results and theory allowed us to 
validate the first LTs with Item Response Theory, creating an equal-interval scale of scores 
for both the difficulty of items and the ability of the persons assessed. To measure 
measurement competence, we sequenced the items, strictly maintaining the order within each 
measurement domain (length, area, volume) but intermingling items across domains 
according to the available developmental evidence, including age specifications from the 
literature and difficulty indices from our pilot testing. Thus, we posited that items were 
organized according to increasing order of difficulty across domains, but our theoretical 
claims that this sequencing represented increasingly sophisticated levels of mathematical 
thinking were made only for items within a given domain. We submitted the results of 
administering this revised instrument to the Rasch model, validating the developmental 
progressions for length, area, and volume in multiple studies (Barrett et al., in press; Szilagyi, 
Sarama, & Clements, 2013, see Fig. 1). We similarly used and validated instructional 
sequences, many again from the extant literature. 
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Fig. 1. Segmentation of tasks for linear measurement. 

We believe that full validation of an LT requires validation of the instructional tasks and their 
implementation in real classrooms. This is addressed in the following section. 

Jere Confrey and Alan Maloney 

Previous efforts. Our original work on equipartitioning led us to take on a far more ambitious 
effort—to make the knowledge base on learning trajectories more accessible to greater 
numbers of teachers. Doing so required us to explore the use of new forms of visual 
representations for the LTs. Our first version was a “hexagon map” 
(www.turnonccmath.net) that used the Common Core Standards themselves as a framework 
for 18 LTs for grades K-8. The research team unpacked the content of each LT into an 
explanation of the LT and related research (Confrey & Maloney 2014). Ultimately, using the 
standards as the backbone of the LTs was dissatisfying, due to at least two limitations: 1) it 
tied us to the standards and constrained the extent to which we could diverge from them, and 
2) for parsimony, each standard was embedded in only one LT, because we used each 
hexagon only once.  

New LTs and learning map. Working to improve the visualization for greater usefulness to 
teachers and students simultaneously, the new work has been to develop a “learning map” for 
grades 6-8 (the content as framed generally in the Common Core Standards). It is called a 
“learning map” because it is built on a fundamental re-articulation of underlying learning 
trajectories, specifying how students’ ideas become increasingly sophisticated as they engage 
with increasingly complex tasks during instruction. The DLS tool “Math-Mapper 6-8” 
(MM6-8), comprises 1) the learning map, 2) a diagnostic assessment and reporting system 
that corresponds directly to the learning trajectories, 3) a means to access curricular resources 
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via the web and a curated library of links, 4), a Sequencing tool and calendar to organize all 
the foregoing components across the school year, and 5) an analytics system for interpreting 
various levels of use of the tool by students and teachers.  

 
Fig. 2. Math-Mapper 6-8 learning map (fields and big ideas only) 

The learning map is hierarchically organized, beginning with four fields of mathematics 
incorporating nine big ideas (Figure 2). Each big idea is comprises 2-5 relational learning 
clusters (Figure 3) or RLCs (24 in all) of related constructs (64 in all). Each construct is 
associated with a learning trajectory (Figure 3) and is also associated with relevant CCSS-M 
standards. The new learning map was developed to be a foundational organizer for the 
diagnostic assessment and reporting system. The new learning trajectories are more granular 
and specifically descriptive of student behaviors than those in the hexagon map.  
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Fig. 3. Relational learning clusters (RLCs) within the big idea “Compare quantities as ratio, 

etc.”. 

 

 
Fig. 4. A Learning Trajectory for the Construct “Identifying Ratio Equivalence” 

Developing LTs across all four fields of mathematics has been informative. First of all, in our 
new approach, the hierarchy sets up three levels of trajectories. Firstly, each construct is 
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made up of an LT. Secondly, closely-related constructs are formed into clusters, and each 
cluster’s shape establishes a progression of constructs that itself proceeds from less to greater 
sophistication, with varying structures (e.g. there may be two constructs at the same 
horizontal level that can be taught in either order or even taught in tandem). Finally the 
clusters within each big idea themselves are formed into another progression of sophistication 
of reasoning. We regard the overall hierarchical structure of the map to describe an evolution 
of the idea of an LT—showing how the mathematical landscape of middle grades can be 
conceptualized with LT structure underlying it at multiple levels of scale. 

An example might be helpful. Ratio reasoning constitutes one half of the big idea of 
“Compare quantities as ratio, rate, or percent, and operate with them.” Two clusters address it 
specifically: “Finding Key Ratio Relationships” and “Comparing Ratios and Solving for 
Missing Values in Proportions.” In the first of these are three constructs Identifying Ratio 
Equivalence, Finding Base Ratios, and Finding Unit Ratios. And in the second cluster are the 
two constructs Comparing Ratios and Finding Missing Values in Proportions. Each construct 
is defined by its unique accompanying LT. For instance, students have to first tackle the 
meaning of ratio equivalence for which a quantity can be larger/more or smaller/less but also 
be the “same” (a classic example is larger or smaller numbers of lemons and amounts of 
sugar-water but proportional so they taste “the same”). The LT specifies that students learn 
first to make more, then to make less, for two even values such as 8:12, and then to make less 
for quantities with an odd common factor (9:12). Then they learn to systematically record all 
the pairs of values in a “ratio table,” then to graph them on a coordinate plane, forming a line 
through (0,0). This hierarchical structure at the level of constructs, then clusters and then big 
ideas provides teachers with deep insight into likely patterns in student thinking, and creates a 
compact organization by which they can organize their own math and pedagogy knowledge.  

In our extensive work with LTs, we have learned a great deal about how they can be 
structured. While acknowledging the importance of teachers’ own negotiating the process of 
developing (hypothetical) LTs in instruction (Simon 1995), many researchers (including 
Battista, 2011; Sarama & Clements, 2009; Barrett, et al. 2012; Confrey, Maloney & Corley, 
2014; Maloney, Confrey & Nguyen, 2014, Sacristán et al. 2010; Van den Heuvel-Panhuizen, 
& Buys, 2008) have set about to document likely student behaviors, utterances, and beliefs in 
order to guide curricular development and aid teachers in leveraging student thinking. This 
work involves identifying target understandings and likely starting points, and delineating 
observed likely intermediate events of significance for the respective paths. Learning 
trajectories (LTs) do not delineate stages as in a Piagetian stage theory (Lehrer & Schauble, 
2015; Clements & Sarama 2014). Instead, they describe meaningful probabilistic states that 
students are likely to encounter as they work to understand an idea. LTs are not recipes or 
rules for instruction, but guides, resources, and indicators that can help teachers build on 
student thinking in moving students toward more sophisticated understandings. These student 
behaviors, utterances, and beliefs resemble examples of what Piaget (1970) viewed as part of 
“genetic epistemology,” episodes with epistemological content drawn from the perspective of 
the learner and his/her experiences, and which change over time as the results of 
encountering a series of carefully designed tasks or scaffolded discussions. They also are 
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evidence of the emergent behaviors tied to local instructional theories discussed by 
Gravemeijer and Cobb (2006). 

We have identified several types of epistemological objects that arise repeatedly in middle 
grades LTs in the Math-Mapper 6-8 learning map (building on earlier recognitions of 
epistemological objects in student learning research). The first is a naïve or partial 
conception. An example from equipartitioning is that all equal parts of a whole are congruent. 
This serves a worthwhile purpose for beginners, and speaks to students’ experience with cut 
pizza slices, the construct is later constraining, when students need to discern a variety of 
shapes of one half of a given whole. A second epistemological object is limited 
representations, for example, an ordered list of values of data placed into a primitive dot plot 
that lacks spacing for missing values (known as a case plot). A third type of object that serves 
an intermediate learning goal is a strategy that may be limited in its efficiency, for instance, 
forms of skip counting used in repeated addition versions of early multiplication. Other types 
of objects used to build LTs are cases, as described by variation theory (Marton 2015) which 
often are useful in movement up an LT. Typically at higher levels of an LT, one witnesses 
emergence of properties that then guide the student in how to operate on particular examples, 
and generalizations that describe how to put strategies and cases together into a structure with 
varying degrees of justification and proof.  

Elaboration, Items, and Assessments. An LT elaboration is a design and development tool 
that is central for developing the LTs and for ensuring coherence of the learning map with the 
diagnostic assessments. These “living” documents serve to record and support the evolution 
of the LT. The LT elaborations specify the wording of each LT level, any (partial) 
conceptions or misconceptions associated with any specific level, and delineation of cases 
associated with levels (which typically includes the kinds of numbers or values that are 
particularly germane to illustrating students’ reasoning and behaviors, and which are used in 
the assessment items.  

Math-Mapper 6-8 assessment items are all newly designed items developed by the research 
team. The items are designed to focus on conceptual aspects of the constructs, to support 
deep student reasoning and flexibility, not simply skill development. The elaboration 
documents are used iteratively as a basis for development of the LT level-specific assessment 
items. Conversely, the team closely analyses the student item response data to evaluate the 
apparent validity of the LT levels in relation to each other. 

Each assessment covers an individual RLC (i.e. one or more constructs), contains 8-10 items, 
and is designed to require about 20-30 minutes. Multiple forms of the same assessment are 
developed. Most teachers administer assessments about 2/3 of the way through an 
instructional unit and use them to check for students’ readiness for the unit test. They are not 
intended to be graded, but to provide students and teachers actionable feedback on student 
(and whole class) understanding of the mathematical concepts. Students typically score 
between 20-70% correct; we make retests and practice tests available to allow students to try 
again, to concentrate on improving their depth of understanding.  
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Real-time assessment reporting. Students and teachers receive different versions of reports. 
The student reports (Figure 5) show the overall percent correct on each construct, and an item 
matrix that displays each construct, the items the student actually took, and whether the 
responses were right, wrong, or skipped. Students can select the incorrect or skipped items 
and resubmit them to change their percent correct.  

 

 

Fig. 5. Individual student report from a diagnostic assessment 
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Teachers receive whole-class reports. These take the form of a set of “heat maps,” one per 
construct (Figure 6), each being a matrix with the LT proficiency levels listed vertically and 
the students ordered from weakest to strongest overall construct performance along the 
horizontal axis. The teacher can tap on a progress level to display the related item. Cells are 
orange for incorrect responses, and shades of blue for relatively more correct responses. 
Based on general expectations of less to more difficulty for higher proficiency levels, the 
response patterns should tend to show increasing blue from left to right, and the demarcation 
between the orange and blue to typically swoop from the bottom corner to the top right (a 
Guttman shape).  

 
Fig. 6. Class report (“heat map”) for a single construct from a diagnostic assessment. 

LT and assessment validation. Our psychometrician has developed an assessment assembly 
blueprint. There may be up to five constructs in an RLC, each with 6-8 levels. Therefore, 
items must be sampled across the LTs. The multiple assessment forms for each RLC share at 
least 3 common items, to support whole-class discussion. We encourage teachers to use 
multiple forms in a class. Each time a student takes an assessment, the results add to our 
knowledge database of student responses, and to their understanding of the LT, and to our 
confidence in predicting student progress. We use various psychometric models to explore 
the optimal modelling of LTs and assessments results. When results for an LT seem 
unidimensional, IRT is used; otherwise we consider structural equation modeling, CDM, or 
Bayesian models. [These are low-stakes assessment for learning, so the diversity of 
approaches will add to our understanding of the particular LTs and student reasoning about 
and learning of constructs, without subjecting this work to artificial a priori constraints 
regarding dimensionality that are typically a requirement of high stakes assessment 
modelling. 

Math-Mapper 6-8 is being field-tested at three different schools, where the learning map is 
being incorporated in instructional planning, and the assessments are administered regularly 
to students. The schools’ demographics are reported in Table 3. 
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District 1 

(NC) 
District 2 

(NJ) 
Population served (n)  977 1163 

 African-American (%) 27 4 
 Asian (%) 1 9 

 Hispanic and Mixed (%) 10 8 
 White (%)  53 79 

Free and Reduced Lunch (%) 56.9 9.9 
Number of years implementing 1:1 

computing 2 4 

Number of teachers participating 19 33 
Number of tests taken 4529 14245 

Table 3. Field-test Schools’ demographics (one partner schools in District 1, two in District 
2) 

Across the schools, we are able to collect anywhere from 50-300 responses per item to 
analyze. The approach used over the past summer to validate the items was to: a) review the 
item statistics, b) examine the heat map for all the students taking the item, c) identify items 
which seemed to be either too hard or too easy for the level, and d) decide on follow-up 
actions. Actions which may follow from finding an item that is too hard or too easy can 
include: 1) discard or revise the item, 2) re-order the progress levels of the LT, 3) change the 
item format or some of its distractors, or 4) leave the item where it is. The decision is made 
jointly by the learning science team and the psychometrician; a record of the decision is 
retained. An item may be kept despite a lack of fit if it describes an idea from the research 
that is unknown to or poorly understood by teachers and therefore neglected in instruction. 
For example, many teachers do not recognize the value of a base ratio—a ratio expressed 
with the smallest pair of whole numbers, equivalent to an initial statement of a ratio. 
Therefore students may underperform on a base-ratio item until the teacher has perceived the 
pattern of weakness and learns to address it. Another pattern recognized from the field-testing 
is that students will sometimes achieve a successful performance in the highest level of the 
LT when their performance on lower levels is weak. This may suggest they have memorized 
a procedure, such as solving missing values with “cross multiplication,” but without 
understanding underlying meanings that are explored in lower levels of the LT. These kinds 
of patterns of results help make clear why teachers need to work together to interpret data 
patterns—and to work with students to recognize how these patterns come about. 

Ultimately, we are reporting here only the first phase of a complete validation argument. We 
will be studying the use of the tool over longer periods of time, which will allow us to 
determine how students improve understanding with the use of the tool, and if teachers can 
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use the tool to elicit more student thinking and participation, and find ways to improve the 
performance of various subgroups of students.  

Di Siemon and Marj Horne 

Our research on learning progressions is premised on a socio-cultural perspective of learning 
that views learning “as both a process of active individual construction and a process of 
enculturation into the mathematical practices of wider society” (Cobb, 1994, p. 13).  As such 
our research is aimed at identifying optimal pathways for teaching and learning key aspects 
of school mathematics based on an assessment of what might be regarded as students’ taken-
as-shared knowledge in Australian mathematics classrooms. A valid criticism of this 
approach is that it does not necessarily reflect what is possible when students are exposed to 
high quality mathematics teaching over time (e.g., Boaler, 2008). But the reality is that not all 
teachers have the knowledge, confidence and local support needed to implement high quality 
effective practices. Nor do they necessarily have the time and resources to identify each 
student’s particular learning needs in relation to every single aspect of the mathematics 
curriculum even if this was desirable.  The primary rationale for working at scale in relation 
to a small number of really big ideas in mathematics is that this establishes a plausible, 
probabilistic model for establishing where learners are in their learning journey in relation to 
those ideas without which student’s progress in school mathematics will be impacted (see 
Siemon, Bleckly & Neal, 2013) and a framework to support teachers progress learning. The 
following sections will summarise our work to date. 

The Middle Years Numeracy Research Project (MYNRP, 1999-2001) 

A detailed analysis of the distribution of item responses provided by just under 7000 students 
in the initial phase of the MYNRP project revealed that there was as much variation in 
performance in any one year level as there was in the whole cohort and that this difference in 
curriculum terms was of the order of 7 years (i.e., approximately Year 2 to Year 8). While 
there were variations in measurement and data sense and spatial sense, all of the more 
difficult items were concerned with number sense, in particular anything that involved 
multiplying and dividing larger whole numbers, proportional reasoning, fractions, decimals 
and percentages, and situations not easily modeled in terms of a count of equal groups (e.g., 
combinatoric problems and problems involving rate or ratio). Characterised by Vergnaud 
(1983) in terms of the multiplicative conceptual field, these results prompted a follow-up 
project, the aim of which was to develop a more finely grained, evidence-based learning 
progression for multiplicative thinking that could be used by teachers to identify starting 
points for teaching and progress student learning. 

Scaffolding Numeracy in the Middle Years (SNMY, 2003-2006) 

At the time, there was a considerable body of literature concerned with particular aspects of 
multiplicative thinking. However, very little of this was specifically concerned with how 
these aspects relate to one another and what might be needed when to support new learning 
both within and between these different aspects of multiplicative thinking (Siemon & Breed, 
2006). Given evidence to suggest that where teachers are supported to identify and interpret 
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student learning needs in terms of teacher accessible, evidence-based frameworks, they were 
more informed about where to start teaching, and better able to scaffold their students’ 
mathematical learning (e.g., Clarke, 2001), it seemed sensible to produce a similar framework 
for multiplicative thinking. 

For the purposes of the SNMY project, multiplicative thinking was defined by: 

(i) a capacity to work flexibly and efficiently with an extended range of numbers (for 
example, larger whole numbers, decimals, common fractions, and/or per cent);    

(ii) an ability to recognise and solve a range of problems involving multiplication or division 
including direct and indirect proportion; and    

(iii) the means to communicate this effectively in a variety of ways (for example, words, 
diagrams, symbolic expressions, and written algorithms).  

The project was designed in terms of three main phases. Phase 1 was aimed at identifying a 
broad hypothetical learning trajectory (HLT) to inform task design. Phase 2 involved the trial 
and subsequent use of a range of rich assessment tasks and partial credit scoring rubrics at the 
beginning and end of the project to inform the development of the learning and assessment 
framework for multiplicative thinking (LAF). Phase 3 involved research school teachers and 
members of the research team in an eighteen month action research study that progressively 
explored a range of targeted teaching interventions aimed at scaffolding student learning in 
terms of the LAF.  

Just over 1500 Year 4 to 8 students and their teachers from three research school clusters, 
each comprising three to six primary (K-6) schools and one secondary (7-12) school, were 
involved in Phases 2 and 3 of the project. A similar group of Year 4 to 8 students from three 
reference school clusters was involved in Phase 2 only.  

The initial HLT was derived from a synthesis of the research literature on students’ 
understanding of multiplicative thinking, proportional reasoning, decimal place-value and 
rational number (see Siemon & Breed, 2006). It comprised nine ‘levels’ of increasingly 
complex ideas and strategies grouped together more on the basis of ‘what seemed to go with 
what’ than any real empirical evidence, although this was used where available. The HLT 
was used to select, modify and/or design a range of rich tasks including two extended tasks 
(e.g., Callingham & Griffin, 2000). The tasks were trialled and either accepted, rejected or 
further modified on the basis of their accessibility to the cohort, discriminability, and 
perceived validity in terms of the constructs being assessed. Trial data were used to develop 
scoring rubrics and feedback from the trial teachers was used to modify the assessment 
protocol.  

The results from the first round of assessment were analysed using item response theory and 
the subsequent variable map was used to link different aspects of multiplicative thinking and 
identify qualitatively different levels of understanding and strategy usage indicated by student 
responses (see Siemon, Izard, Breed & Virgona, 2006). While these levels were largely 
consistent with the initial HLT, we were able to collapse one level and elaborate on others. 
Rich text descriptions for each level were derived from the performances on each item at 
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each level to form the basis of the LAF. In acknowledgement that the levels were 
approximations based on responses identified at similar locations on the scale and in 
recognition of the fact that the purpose of the LAF was to help teachers scaffold student 
learning, the levels were referred to as zones. The LAF so derived comprises eight 
hierarchical zones ranging from additive, count all strategies (Zone 1) to the sophisticated use 
of proportional reasoning (Zone 8) with multiplicative thinking not evident on a consistent 
basis until Zone 4 (see Table 4).  

Zone Description 

1 

Primitive 
Modelling 

Solves simple multiplication and division problems involving relatively small whole 
numbers but tends to rely on drawing, models and count-all strategies. May use skip 
counting for groups less than 5. Makes simple observations from data and extends 
simple number patterns. Multiplicative thinking (MT) not really apparent as no 
indication that groups are perceived as composite units, dealt with systematically, or 
that the number of groups can be manipulated to support more efficient calculation 

2 

Intuitive 
Modelling 

Counts large collections efficiently, keeps track of count but needs to see all groups. 
Shares collections equally. Recognises small numbers as composite units (eg, can count 
equal groups, skip count by twos, threes and fives). Recognises multiplication needed 
but tends not to be able to follow this through to solution. Lists some of the options in 
simple Cartesian product situations. Some evidence of MT as equal groups/shares seen 
as entities that can be counted. 

3 

Sensing 

Demonstrates intuitive sense of proportion. Works with useful numbers such as 2 and 5 
and intuitive strategies to count/compare groups (eg, doubling, or repeated halving to 
compare simple fractions). May list all options in a simple Cartesian product, but 
cannot explain or justify solutions. Beginning to work with larger whole numbers and 
patterns but tends to rely on count all methods or additive thinking (AT). 

4 

Strategy 
Exploring 

 

Solves simple multiplication and division problems involving two-digit numbers. Tends 
to rely on AT, drawings and/or informal strategies to tackle problems involving larger 
numbers, decimals and/or less familiar situations. Tends not to explain thinking or 
indicate working. Partitions given number or quantity into equal parts and describes 
part formally. Beginning to work with simple proportion. 

5 

Strategy 
Refining 

Solves whole number proportion and array problems systematically. Solves simple, 2-
step problems using a recognised rule/relationship but finds this difficult for larger 
numbers. Determines all options in Cartesian product situations involving relatively 
small numbers, but tends to do this additively. Beginning to work with decimal 
numbers and percent. Some evidence MT being used to support partitioning. Beginning 
to approach a broader range of multiplicative situations more systematically 

6 

Strategy 
Extending 

 

Systematically lists/determines the number of options in Cartesian product situation. 
Solves a broader range of multiplication and division problems involving 2-digit 
numbers, patterns and/or proportion but may not be able to explain or justify solution 
strategy. Renames and compares fractions in the halving family, uses partitioning 
strategies to locate simple fractions. Developing sense of proportion, but unable to 
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explain or justify thinking. Developing capacity to work mentally with multiplication 
and division facts 

7 

Connecting 

Solves and explains one-step problems involving multiplication and division with 
whole numbers using informal strategies and/or formal recording. Solves and explains 
solutions to problems involving simple patterns, percent and proportion. May not be 
able to show working and/or explain strategies for situations involving larger numbers 
or less familiar problems. Constructs/locates fractions using efficient partitioning 
strategies. Beginning to make connections between problems and solution strategies 
and how to communicate this mathematically 

8 

Reflective 
Knowing 

Uses appropriate representations, language and symbols to solve and justify a wide 
range of problems involving unfamiliar multiplicative situations, fractions and 
decimals. Can justify partitioning, and formally describe patterns in terms of general 
rules. Beginning to work more systematically with complex, open-ended problems. 

Table 4 Learning Assessment Framework for Multiplicative Thinking (Siemon, Breed, Dole, 
Izard & Virgona, 2006) 

When analysed by year level, the results confirmed the findings of the MYNRP. That is, there 
is a seven to eight year range in student performance in each year level that can largely be 
explained by student’s access to multiplicative thinking (see Figure 7).  

 
Figure 7. Proportions of students by Zone &Year Level, May 2003 (N = 3169) 

The results from Phase 3 of the project, the notion of targeted teaching and the subsequent 
use of the LAF will be described in a later section but it suffices to say here that the teaching 
response to student’s identified learning needs tended to be more effective in primary (i.e., 
Year 5 and 6 classrooms) than in Years 7 to 8 classrooms (Siemon, Breed, Dole, Izard & 
Virgona, 2006). 

Reframing Mathematical Futures Priority Project (RMF, 2013) 

Funding was obtained from the Australian Mathematics Science Partnership Programme 
(AMSPP) Priority Project round to explore the efficacy of and the issues involved in 
implementing a targeted teaching approach in secondary schools using the SNMY materials.  
Twenty-eight schools located in lower-socio economic settings in the Northern Territory, 
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Queensland, South Australia, Tasmania and Victoria participated in the 10-month study. 
Nominated ‘specialists’ in each school were provided with professional learning and 
supported to work with at least two other teachers at their school to implement a targeted 
teaching approach to multiplicative thinking. The SNMY assessments were conducted in 
August and November of 2013. Matched data sets were obtained from 1732 students from 
Years 7 to 10 with the majority (59%) from Year 8. Although the results varied considerably 
between schools, the overall achievement of students across the 28 schools grew above an 
adjusted effect size of 0.6 indicating a medium influence beyond what might be expected 
(Hattie, 2012). This can be seen in the shift in the relative proportions in each zone of the 
LAF from August to November shown in Figure 8.  

 
Figure 8. Proportions of students by LAF Zone, RMF Project (N = 1732) 

Reframing Mathematical Futures II Project (RMFII, 2014-2017) 

The RMFII project is an AMSPP Competitive Grant project that was formulated in direct 
response to the findings of the initial RMF project. That is, that one of the major reasons for 
secondary school teachers’ reluctance to adopt a targeted teaching approach to multiplicative 
thinking was their perception that this was not related to the curriculum they were expected to 
teach. Even though an analysis of the Australian mathematics curriculum at the time found 
that approximately 75% of the Year 8 curriculum required or assumed student access to 
multiplicative thinking (Siemon, 2013). The project aims to develop, trial and evaluate a 
learning and teaching resource to support algebraic, statistical and spatial reasoning in Years 
7 to 10 that will enable teachers to identify and respond to student learning needs using a 
targeted teaching approach aimed at improving students’ mathematical reasoning. For this 
purpose, mathematical reasoning is seen to encompass: 

(i) core knowledge needed to recognise, interpret, represent and analyse algebraic, spatial, 
statistical and probabilistic situations and the relationships/connections between them; 

(ii) an ability to apply that knowledge in unfamiliar situations to solve problems, generate and 
test conjectures, make and defend generalisations; and 

(iii) a capacity to communicate reasoning and solution strategies in multiple ways (i.e. 
diagrammatically, symbolically, orally and in writing) (Siemon, 2013b) 
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This is a non-trivial exercise involving an extended research team with recognised expertise 
in each domain. It requires the identification of Draft Learning Progressions (DLPs) for 
algebraic, spatial and statistical reasoning from existing research, the development and 
validation of rich tasks to assess and refine the DLPs using item response theory, the 
preparation of targeted teaching advice, and the development and trial of a series of online 
professional learning modules. 

To date, DLPs have been identified from the literature for algebra, geometry and statistical 
reasoning and over 250 individual assessment items have been trialled with more than 3600 
students in Years 7 to 10. The initial analysis provides ‘proof of concept’, that is, that it is 
possible to scale the underlying constructs. Further trial work is being undertaken at the time 
of writing to validate and elaborate the scales. 

DIFFERENT USES OF LTS  

Ron Tzur  

One obvious way I use previously developed HLT is to inform new HLT studies. In 
particular, they are used (a) to identify participants for a study based on their available, 
assimilatory schemes and (b) as a suggestive, developmental framework for determining what 
to teach next. In this final section, however, I focus on four other applications: studying 
adults’ mathematical reasoning, promoting teachers’ shift toward a student-adaptive 
pedagogy (AdPed) informed by empirically grounded HLT, guiding new HLT studies with 
special needs populations, and examining the relevance of HLT to learners in different 
cultures (e.g., China). 

Promoting Adults’ Mathematical Reasoning. Most HLT have been developed and refined 
while working with K-12 student populations, whereas HLT arising out of studies with adult 
learners are largely lacking. Thus, in my teaching of mathematics to adult learners—teachers 
and non-teachers alike—I have been using HLT from research with K-12 students. Time and 
again, I found that university students and practicing teachers, who attained high school and 
perhaps college-level mathematics, seemed to lack foundational schemes for multiplicative 
and/or fractional reasoning. By-and-large, experiences I designed for teaching them by 
applying HLT from research with children have repeatedly proven viable for those adult 
learners. For example, substantial efforts were needed to promote K-12 practicing teachers’ 
shift away from the limited and limiting understanding of fractions as “parts-of-wholes.” All 
of them, including those teaching high school algebra, geometry, and calculus, struggled to 
solve tasks that eventually led them to construct a scheme (Distributive Partitioning) by 
which to make sense of diagrams such as Figure 9 (here, asked why 1/5 of 2/3 is 2/15 of the 
whole, while the whole consists of only 1, non-equal parts).  
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Figure 9. A bar marked vertically into 3 equal parts, with two of the thirds marked into (pink) 1/5 
Moreover, I have led two studies in which HLT from research with children informed 
fostering mathematical progress in adults. One study (Tzur et al., 2016) used an HLT about 
children’s construction of the Recursive Partitioning Scheme to inform an elementary 
teacher’s understanding of decimals. Another study (Tzur & Depue, 2014) used an HLT 
about children’s construction of the Equi-Partitioning Scheme to inform an fMRI study on 
how the brain of adult learners process comparisons of whole numbers and of unit fractions. 
In both studies, results indicated that supporting adult learners’ reorganization of their 
assimilatory schemes could follow reorganization found in research with children. As noted 
earlier, such findings further corroborate and help refine HLT from research with children. 

Promoting Teachers’ Shift toward Student-Adaptive Pedagogy (AdPed). In the past two 
years, I have been directing a 4-year project1 in which my team attempts to promote and 
study the impact of a professional development (PD) program on upper-elementary teachers’ 
transition toward AdPed and on their students’ learning and outcomes. A substantial part of 
this PD program engages teachers in learning to notice, infer, and use the two aforementioned 
HLT about students’ multiplicative and fractional schemes. Our project is conducted in 5 
elementary schools in urban school districts (western USA) where most students are 
identified as non-white (~65% Latino/a and ~20% African-American), and over 50% are 
identified as English Language Leaners.  Already during the first year of the job-embedded 
PD, all participating teachers seemed to grasp problem-solving strategies linked with those 
schemes, and construct initial meanings for the conceptual structures and operations that 
underlie those strategies. Personal testimonies from most teachers and principals in those 
schools indicate that learning about students’ reasoning as captured in those HLT is non-
trivial and challenging—yet viable and rewarding. We expect that, after another 5-day 
Summer Institute (June 2017) in which teachers will focus much attention onto incorporating 
the student-adaptive classroom activities into their district curriculum, the HLT will prove 
invaluable in providing conceptually differentiated instruction, and hence also increase 
students’ learning and outcomes. 

                                         
1	This	project	is	funded	under	the	US	National	Science	Foundation	Award	No.	
1503206.		Any	opinions	expressed	herein	are	those	of	the	author	and	do	not	
necessarily	represent	the	views	of	the	Foundation.	
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Guiding HLT Studies with Special Needs Populations. In the past 10 years, I have been 
collaborating with special education (SPED) colleagues in using HLT, developed through 
studies with ordinarily achieving students, also for research with struggling students (see, for 
example, Hunt et al., 2016; Tzur et al., 2016). Overall, our studies with children identified by 
their school systems as “students with learning disabilities (SLD) in mathematics” provided a 
mounting, compelling evidence that both markers and transitions found in previous HLT 
were highly applicable to SLD. That is, promoting SLDs’ progress along the multiplicative 
and fractional continua seems to follow the same trajectory as the one found with other 
learners (K-12 students and adults), while providing a strategic site for refining the HLT due 
to the “slow motion” reorganization process involved. Accordingly, I have become more and 
more convinced that, quite often, struggling students are not “learning disabled,” but rather 
“teaching disabled” (Tzur, 2013). Simply put, I contend that application of conceptually 
focused HLT can provide a judicious way forward for the most vulnerable student 
populations. 

Examining HLT in Different Cultures. An important question arises about HLT developed 
through studies in western cultures, namely, can they be extended to learners in other 
cultures. In an ongoing, collaborative teaching experiment I am currently conducting in China 
(spring, 2017), we set out to address this question. Specifically, we asked an elementary 
teacher in a school affiliated with a college of education in northern China to identify among 
his 42 students all those who (a) struggle in mathematics and (b) he does not know how to 
support their learning. He could identify five (~12%) such students, a percentage similar to 
reports about SLDs in the west (~10%; see Fuchs, Fuchs, & Hollenbeck, 2007). Our 
preliminary analysis of data collected through the first, individual, task-based interview with 
four of them indicates assimilatory schemes consistent with four distinct markers on known, 
western-born HLT. Student A could (only) use counting-all to add two collections of tangible 
items. Student B could spontaneously use counting-on and, with prompting, can make sense 
of strategic decomposition of units as demonstrated in the Break-Apart-Make-Ten (BAMT) 
strategy (Murata & Fuson, 2006). For example, Student B could follow and make sense of an 
explanation for adding 8+7, by decomposing 7 into two sub-units (5+2), then adding 8+2 to 
compose 10, and finally adding the remaining 5 to find the total (15). Student C could 
spontaneously use BAMT and indicated the independent use of the first scheme in 
multiplicative reasoning (mDC)—but struggled with operating on problems that require the 
second multiplicative scheme (SUC). Student D’s spontaneous solutions indicated 
construction of the aforementioned schemes at the anticipatory stage (through SUC), but only 
a participatory stage of the fourth multiplicative scheme (MUC). Indeed, all four students 
seem to struggle because their available schemes, as informed by western-born HLT, fall 
short of supporting the mathematics taught in their 4th grade classroom. Most importantly, 
this work-in-progress will now turn to using the HLT to guide design and implementation of 
teaching episodes adapted to each students’ conceptual powers. I feel quite confident that, 
once HLT distinguished previously in one area of the world are studied with different student 
populations in more countries, they will show to hold universal vigor. 
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Doug Clements and Julie Sarama  

In our decades-long work with learning trajectories, we have changed the role of the LT's 
from serving mainly as the core of the curriculum development project to having implications 
for all aspects of curriculum (e.g., ideal, expected, available, adopted, implemented, achieved, 
or tested, Clements, 2007) and the entire educational enterprise. In this section, we describe 
how, for us, LTs have grown in importance and influence. 

Curriculum Development and Evaluation. Our examples in previous sections have briefly 
described how we created, tested, and refined two LTs. These are just two LTs we developed 
for the NSF-funded Building Blocks project and curriculum (Clements & Sarama, 2013a), 
designed to comprehensively address standards for early mathematics education for all 
children. Evaluations have shown that Building Blocks can be effective, with large effect 
sizes (Clements & Sarama, 2007), even when compared to another research-based curriculum 
not built upon LTs (Clements & Sarama, 2008). 

One issue we have not yet discussed here is that of course LTs are connected. We carefully 
integrated the LTs across a year of instruction to optimize support among them (as a simple 
example, developing subitizing to the right level supporting various levels of counting, such 
as cardinality and vice versa). 

Any comprehensive and valid scientific curriculum development program in education 
should address two basic issues—effect and conditions—in three domains, practice, policy, 
and theory, as described in Table SC1. To achieve these goals satisfactorily and scientifically, 
developers must draw from existing research so that what is already known can be applied to 
the anticipated curriculum; structure and revise curricular components in accordance with 
models of children’s learning such as research-based learning trajectories; and conduct 
formative and summative evaluations in a series of progressively expanding social contexts 
(see Table 5). 

 Practice Policy Theory 

Effects a. Is the curriculum effective in helping 
children achieve specific learning goals? 
Are the intended and unintended 
consequences positive for children? 
(What is the quality of the evidence? — 
Construct and internal validity.) 

b. Is there credible documentation of 
both a priori research and research 
performed on the curriculum indicating 
the efficacy of the approach as compared 
to alternative approaches? 

c. Are the 
curriculum 
goals important? 

d. What is the 
effect size for 
students? 

e. What effects 
does it have on 
teachers? 

f. Why is the curriculum effective? 

g. What were the theoretical bases? 

h. What cognitive changes occurred 
and what processes were responsible? 
That is, what specific components and 
features (e.g., instructional 
procedures, materials) account for its 
impact and why? 

Conditions i. When and where?—Under what 
conditions is the curriculum effective? 
(Do findings generalize?—External 

j. What are the 
support 
requirements for 

k. Why do certain sets of conditions 
decrease or increase the 
curriculum’s effectiveness? 
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validity.) various 
contexts?  

l. How do specific strategies 
produce previously unattained 
results and why? 

Table 5  Goals of Curriculum Research (adapted from Clements, 2007) 

 
Categories Questions Asked Phases and Methods 
A Priori Foundations. 
In variants of the 
research-to-practice 
model, extant research 
is reviewed and 
implications for the 
nascent curriculum 
development effort 
drawn. 

What is already known that 
can be applied to the 
anticipated curriculum? 
 Goals* Phase 
 b c f g 1 
 b f g 2 
 b f g 3 

Established review procedures (e.g., Light & Pillemer, 
1984) and content analyses (NRC Committee, 2004) are 
employed to garner knowledge concerning the specific 
subject matter content, including the role it would play 
in students’ development (phase 1); general issues 
concerning psychology, education, and systemic change 
(phase 2); and pedagogy, including the effectiveness of 
certain types of activities (phase 3). 

Learning Model. 
Activities are 
structured in 
accordance with 
empirically-based 
models of children’s 
thinking and learning 
in the targeted subject-
matter domain 

How might the curriculum be 
constructed to be consistent 
with models of students’ 
thinking and learning (which 
are posited to have 
characteristics and 
developmental courses that 
are not arbitrary and 
therefore not equally 
amenable to various 
instructional approaches or 
curricular routes)?  
 Goals Phase 
 b f h 4 

In phase 4, the nature and content of activities is based 
on models of children’s mathematical thinking and 
learning (cf. James, 1958; Tyler, 1949). Once a general 
model has been accepted or developed, it is tested and 
extended with teaching experiments, which present 
limited tasks and adult interaction to individual children 
with the goal of building models of children’s thinking 
and learning (Steffe, Thompson, & von Glasersfeld, 
2000).  
In addition, a set of activities (the hypothetical 
mechanism of the research) may be sequenced 
according to specific learning trajectories (Clements & 
Sarama, 2004). What distinguishes phase 4 from phase 
3, which concerns pedagogical a prior foundations, is 
not only the focus on the child’s learning, rather than 
teaching strategies alone, but also the iterative nature of 
its application. That is, in practice, such models are 
usually applied and revised (or, not infrequently, created 
anew) dynamically, simultaneously with the 
development of instructional tasks, using grounded 
theory methods, clinical interviews, teaching 
experiments, and design experiments.  

Evaluation. In these 
phases, empirical 
evidence is collected to 
evaluate the 
curriculum, realized in 
some form. The goal is 
to evaluate the appeal, 
usability, and 
effectiveness of an 
instantiation of the 
curriculum. 

How can market share for the 
curriculum be maximized? 
 Goals Phase 
 b c f 5 

Phase 5 focuses on marketability, using strategies such 
as gathering information about mandated educational 
objectives and surveys of consumers. 

Is the curriculum usable by, 
and effective with, various 
student groups and teachers? 
How can it be improved in 
these areas or adapted to 
serve diverse situations and 
needs?  
 Goals Phase 
 a b f h k l 6 

Formative phases 6 to 8 seek to understand the meaning 
that students and teachers give to the curriculum objects 
and activities in progressively expanding social 
contexts; for example, the usability and effectiveness of 
specific components and characteristics of the 
curriculum as implemented by a teacher who is familiar 
with the materials with individuals or small groups 
(phase 6) and whole classes (phase 7) and, later, by a 
diverse group of teachers (phase 8). Methods include 
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 a b f h j k l 7 
 a b f i j k l 8 

interpretive work using a mix of model testing and 
model generation strategies, including design 
experiments, microgenetic, microethnographic, and 
phenomenological approaches (phase 6), classroom-
based teaching experiments and ethnographic participant 
observation (phase 7), and these plus content analyses 
(phase 8). The curriculum is altered based on empirical 
results, with the focus expanding to include aspects of 
support for teachers. 

 What is the effectiveness 
(e.g., in affecting teaching 
practices and ultimately 
student learning) of the 
curriculum, now in its 
complete form, as it is 
implemented in realistic 
contexts?  
 Goals Phase 
 a b d f j k l  9 
 a b c d e 10 
 f i j k l 

Summative phases 9 and 10 both use randomized field 
trials and differ from each other most markedly on the 
characteristic of scale. That is, phase 10 examines the 
fidelity or enactment, and sustainability, of the 
curriculum when implemented on a large scale, and the 
critical contextual and implementation variables that 
influence its effectiveness. Experimental or carefully 
planned quasi-experimental designs, incorporating 
observational measures and surveys, are useful for 
generating political and public support, as well as for 
their research advantages. In addition, qualitative 
approaches continue to be useful for dealing with the 
complexity and indeterminateness of educational 
activity (Lester & Wiliam, 2002). 

* Goals refer to the specific questions in Table 5, answers to which are the goals of the CRF. 

Table 6  Categories and Phases of the Curriculum Research Framework (CRF) (adapted from 
Clements, 2007; Clements & Sarama, 2013b, 2015) 

Scale-up.  LT-based approaches to curriculum or professional development can be valuable, 
but must also be evaluated as to their contribution to scale up—the final phase in Table 5. 
Space constraints prevent us from describing our work in this area, but we note that LTs were 
again at the core of our scale-up model. Called TRIAD, for Technology-enhanced, Research-
based, Instruction, Assessment, and professional Development, the model is based on 
research and enhanced by the use of trajectories and technology. TRIAD places learning 
trajectories at the core of the teacher/child/curriculum triad to ensure that curriculum, 
materials, instructional strategies, and assessments are aligned. LTs are the focus of all 
professional development. Moreover, LTs serve as the connecting tissue that helps one 
teacher work with other, especially at different grade levels, helps administrators 
communicate with teachers, and helps educators collaborate with parents and other 
stakeholders. LTs help promote equity by revealing the hidden potential of underserved 
children (Clements, Sarama, Spitler, Lange, & Wolfe, 2011; Clements, Sarama, Wolfe, & 
Spitler, 2013; Schenke, Watts, Nguyen, Sarama, & Clements, in press). When implemented 
with fidelity, TRIAD has shown moderate to strong effects including transfer to other 
domains (Clements, Sarama, Layzer, Unlu, Germeroth, et al., 2017; Clements et al., 2011; 
Clements et al., 2013; Sarama, Clements, Starkey, Klein, & Wakeley, 2008; Sarama, Lange, 
Clements, & Wolfe, 2012). 

Further, we must look at longitudinal effects, which are particularly important for large-scale 
interventions, because a full concept of scale requires not only consequential implementation 
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and diffusion, but also endurance over long periods of time and a transfer of responsibility 
from any external organization to the internal resources of a school district (Coburn, 2003; 
Dearing & Meyer, 2006). Such lasting effectiveness can be categorized as persistence 
(continuation of the effects of an intervention on individual children’s trajectories) or 
sustainability (continued use of program components in the achievement of desirable student 
outcomes and professional practice over time, with a focus on the maintenance of core beliefs 
and values, and the use of these core beliefs to guide adaptations, Century, Rudnick, & 
Freeman, 2012; Scheirer & Dearing, 2011; Timperley, 2011). This is an especially important 
issue, given the relationship between such fidelity and higher student outcomes (O'Donnell, 
2008), the need for evaluations of sustainability past the implementation of the intervention, 
especially by developers or researchers (Baker, 2007; Glennan Jr., Bodilly, Galegher, & Kerr, 
2004; McDonald, Keesler, Kauffman, & Schneider, 2006), and the “shallow roots” of many 
reforms (Cuban & Usdan, 2003).  

TRIAD’s effects did not persistent at the same level; they decreased over time, but effects 
were better maintained in TRIAD’s “follow through” condition that gave some support to 
Kindergarten and first grade teachers (Clements, Sarama, Layzer, Unlu, Wolfe, et al., 2017; 
Sarama, Clements, Wolfe, & Spitler, 2012). Some groups, especially those historically 
underrepresented in mathematics, however, maintained some benefits as far out as fifth grade 
(Clements, Sarama, Layzer, Unlu, Wolfe, et al., 2017). 

Results on sustainability were even more positive. We expected teachers to decrease in the 
fidelity in which they taught with learning trajectories after project support was discontinued. 
However, after two years, they increased the quality of their teaching (Clements, Sarama, 
Wolfe, & Spitler, 2015). Recently we find even more positive effects six years after support 
from the project had ceased (Sarama, Clements, Wolfe, & Spitler, 2016). The largest 
predictor of higher fidelity years out was child gain—teachers sustain and increase the 
quality of teaching when they observe their children learning. 

LT2—The Learning and Teaching with Learning Trajectories Tool. One of the main tools for 
professional development in TRIAD was the Building Blocks Learning Trajectories (BBLT) 
web application. This was sufficiently successful that we have been funded by the Heising-
Simons and Gates Foundations to build a version that is on modern platforms and addressed 
far more ages—the Learning and Teaching with Learning Trajectories tool, also known as 
LT2 (see LearningTrajectories.org) 

Standards—The Ideal and Expected Curriculum. Underappreciated is the role that LTs, 
especially their developmental progressions, might play in determining goals (Nunes, Bryant, 
& Watson, 2009). For example, research on LTs influenced U.S. standards from NCTM 
(2000, 2006) and more so the Common Core State Standards—Mathematics (CCSSO/NGA, 
2010); see the progressions at http://commoncoretools.me. Few understand that when we 
developed the CCSS—M, we first developed progressions and from those came the 
standards. 

This altered our perception of LTs as we realized that the goal—the first component of an 
LT—should not be determined solely via a top-down determination of a standard (followed 
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by creating the remainder of the LT to achieve that goal). Rather, these processes should be 
mutually interactive.  That is, LTs should influence not just assessments, curricula, and 
pedagogy, but also should influence educational goals as well. Mathematical activity must be 
understood from the perspective of the students, which may be distinctly different from the 
thinking of adults. Thus, drafting the initial goals requires analyzing adults’ conceptions of 
the domain and a model of the concepts and strategies of students as they engage in domain 
tasks. We should state that we believe that psychologically-based developmental progressions 
become increasingly less important as one moves up to the grades where the mathematical 
content becomes increasingly influential; however, mathematical progressions are important 
from the beginning and the influence of the psycho-social developmental progressions never 
disappears. 

Assessment. LTs have contributed to assessments of mathematics (Clarke et al., 2001; Horne 
& Rowley, 2001; Wilson, 2009). Our Research-based Early Mathematics Assessment 
(REMA) is a suite of diagnostic assessments measuring children’s (from 3 to 8 years of age) 
mathematical knowledge and skills along research-based developmental progressions for all 
important topics in early mathematics. These developmental paths are closely related to 
national and state standards. The measures use an individual interview format with explicit 
protocol, coding, and scoring procedures. The assessment documents students’ solution 
strategies and error types. Assessors use an app to enter data and generate reports. These 
reports include LT levels, making them particularly useful for teaching, as well as research. 

Limitations and Future Research.  CREMAT. One limitation of the REMA is that it is 
individually administered, and that takes a considerable amount of time. It also does not 
provide very fine-grained diagnoses of what particular concepts and skills children do or do 
not possess. We are working on the Comprehensive Research-based Early Math Ability Test 
(CREMAT) that will use innovative theoretical (Q-Matrix theory and Rule Space 
procedures), statistical (posets), and computer technology to give teachers more useful and 
detailed information about children’s knowledge of mathematics in less time than existing 
assessments. CREMAT will use Computer Adaptive Testing (CAT) to guide the dynamic 
selection of items and score and analyze the results, providing a comprehensive report 
including the overall score, level of achievement within each developmental progression 
(and, if requested, detailed report on achievement on each item in that topic), and a cognitive 
profile of attributes (Tatsuoka et al., 2016). 

LT Studies—What is the precise contribution of LTs? LTs appear useful throughout 
education; however, no research has directly evaluated the contributions of LTs to teaching 
and learning. Our IES-funded project Evaluating the Efficacy of Learning Trajectories in 
Early Mathematics includes a series of eight randomized clinical trials testing different 
aspects of LTs. These experiments will determine whether LTs are better than other 
approaches in supporting young children’s learning. 

Jere Confrey and Alan Maloney  

Our evolving research programme began with research on a specific learning trajectory, then 
expanded to examine and analyse K-8 learning in all subfields. We did this first by analysing 
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the U. S. Common Core Standards from a perspective of learning trajectories, and 
subsequently by building a new tool that uses learning trajectories for guiding instruction and 
scaffolding digital curriculum. 

The Common Core Standards were designed to be research-based, and incorporating a review 
of multiple nations’ and states’ standards, as well as expectations by employers, and colleges 
and universities, of preparedness of new employees and students. A group of learning 
trajectory researchers participated in a joint meeting with the Common Core sponsors and 
writers, and subsequently provided the writers with summaries of the research to guide their 
grade-by-grade analysis (Confrey & Maloney 2014). A member of the National Validation 
Committee, Confrey mapped several early versions of the standards for consistency with the 
results of that overall research, and made recommendations for strengthening those 
connections. As with any document subject to competing perspectives, the final CCSS-M 
seemed consistent in many areas, and weaker in others.  

Applications of LTs. The new Math-Mapper work represents a shift in our primary goals. The 
first application was the development of LTs as part of a core professional knowledge base 
for teachers, making the extensive international literature base on student learning of 
mathematics, more accessible to classroom teachers. To help formalize this knowledge base, 
one must organize it for flexibility and comprehensiveness, with components appropriately 
sized for teaching and learning, and situated in structures that are mutually coherent, 
reinforcing, and supportive. MM6-8’s hierarchical learning map provides this through its big 
ideas, relational learning clusters, constructs, and learning trajectories; Standards are 
relegated to a supporting, instead of central role (to support instructional consistency across 
geographic locations).  

A second application/goal is to create a means for students and teachers to obtain actionable 
real-time data on student and class progress, based on the coherent underlying LT-mediated 
conceptual knowledge base about student learning. High stakes testing, which dominated 
education in the U.S. from the turn of the century, proved too blunt an instrument to inform 
instruction. While serving important policy goals (e.g. providing disaggregated data by 
subgroup to bring certain inequities to the fore), its displacement from the classroom in time 
and in content specificity rendered it useless for informing teachers and guiding instructional 
decisions. And teachers’ in-year testing has historically been primarily for grading—at the 
end of units and through quizzes. Our goal is to provide systematic data that could improve 
formative practices and indicate where students needed more work and direction to 
strengthen their reasoning and understanding. Therefore, for each LT proficiency level, we 
created diagnostic items and two forms of classroom assessment. One assessment (cluster 
level) is a means to inform progress in the overall curriculum; its data points back to strengths 
and weaknesses. Students could then use the second form, construct-specific practice 
assessments, to strengthen their understanding. Perhaps most importantly, we designed the 
items to deepen students’ conceptual insight, raise common conceptions, and create 
provocative classroom dialogue. It remains an interesting challenge to help teachers to learn 
to use the results formatively.  
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The third application of our current work was to design an LT-based tool that simultaneously 
presented the coherent knowledge base on student learning and supported the use of diverse 
curricular models, with the objective that our design will help diverse educational agencies 
iteratively evaluate and improve their own curriculum. This is particularly important in the U. 
S., where the idea of a central or national curriculum is a Constitutional anathema. To this 
end, MM6-8 includes a Scheduler (sequencer) that permits schools or districts to create any 
desired sequence of RLCs to fit a curriculum, and curated links to web-based curricular 
materials aligned to the learning map. Our intention in designing it this way was to encourage 
schools to avoid an overly fragmented curriculum often a problem in the US (Schmidt et al. 
2005, Stigler & Hiebert 2009) that is severely aggravated with the use of many sources of 
free on-line materials. Using the Sequencer, the curated links are associated with specific 
clusters and constructs, and by adding or connecting to their own materials, the schools can 
progress coherently through virtually any curriculum and still monitor progress based on 
underlying LTs. 

Finally, our team is building MM6-8 in partnership with multiple schools in multiple 
districts. These partnerships, incorporating the process of validating our LTs and assessments, 
are supporting our goal of expanding the role of LTs in supporting new models of 
mathematics education. We conclude by discussing five components of the “digital learning 
systems” (Confrey, 2015) that LT-based Math-Mapper is designed to support.  

1. Creating continuity across grades. Our LTs often cross two or more grades, which 
accommodates a “big ideas” approach. This supports teachers in addressing the challenge of 
teaching to incoming students’ very diverse preparation levels. It further supports 
“personalized learning,” an approach evolving in the U.S. that allows students to move at 
their own pace while working in relation to a class or course. One of our partner schools is 
pioneering this work, using Math-Mapper with classes that have students at multiple grade 
levels. 

2. Surfacing of student thinking. Our LTs were designed to bring students’ ways of thinking 
into the classroom and thereby help teachers anticipate and recognize student ideas, and to 
help student reflect on their own thinking. The proficiency levels are not simply logical 
decompositions of big ideas: if properly articulated, they surface students’ ways of thinking 
(which transform as students take on more difficult and/or generalized tasks). We support this 
further by writing tasks to elicit different conceptions and hard-to-learn parts of the ideas. We 
continue to improve database techniques to more explicitly flag particular misconceptions 
when students express them. It remains a challenge, however, to help teachers know how to 
conduct discussions of assessment results in ways that encourage students to share their own 
thinking and use each other as resources. 

3. Strengthening student agency. A major goal of formative assessment is to transfer power to 
students. Heritage (2007) outlined four elements of formative assessment: 1) identifying 
gaps, 2) feedback, 3) student involvement, and 4) learning progressions. MM6-8 helps 
teachers realize these conditions. After taking our assessments and seeing our reports, 97% of 
the students indicated the assessments cover somewhat (58%) or a lot (39%) of what was 
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taught in class, 82% indicated that the difficulty of the assessments was just right (29%) or a 
little hard (53%), and 71% found the reports somewhat (46%) or definitely (25%) useful. The 
data also show students beginning to use the language from the map to indicate what they 
need to work on and beginning to identify strategies to improve their scores. Students can 
also revise incorrect responses and resubmit, motivating them to learn from their mistakes. 
These are important steps in students taking responsibility for their own progress. 

4. Strengthening teacher community. Teams of teachers planning their curriculum using the 
learning map instead of a set of standards elicit a different kind of conversation about topics. 
In one school, a teacher described the prior curriculum as “chaotic” and the new one as 
“calm.” The teachers at the other district found that discussing clusters instead of individual 
standards helped them ensure that the ideas meant the same thing to them all. They often 
appealed to the LTs to clarify their thinking.  

In one district, the teachers also worked together to analyse data. While different forms of the 
assessment were given in different classes, the common items allowed the teachers to share 
and discuss results. Shared strategies for addressing challenging topics emerged 
spontaneously. The research team conducted a design study on ratio with one middle school. 
Analysis of the results among the current year teachers and the vertical team is planned to 
encourage revisions to the original materials and to ensure that students transition smoothly 
to the next grade. 

5. Iterative models of research/practice partnerships and scaling. The implications of 
developing a dynamic digital learning system built around LTs represents a new paradigm of 
research and opens new possibilities for networked improvement models (Bryk et al. 2011). 
This is because the design rests on an explicit learning theory (the LTs) while the tool 
scaffolds curriculum flexibly and adaptably. Our research team continuously monitors the 
tool’s use in a variety of ways—how and when it is used, how long students need to complete 
the items and assessments, how the items perform, and which psychometric models provide 
the best data models to inform the tool’s use. The communities of practice (students, teachers, 
curriculum specialists and administrators) are also leveraging the tools to plan, to develop 
new forms of instructional practice, to form student groups (or reteach) and to try out and 
refine materials. The focus is on student growth and on how different subgroups and 
individuals are able to get assistance and opportunities to learn as needed. 

Siemon and Horne 

Outcomes from the SNMY project included the evidence-based Learning and Assessment 
Framework for Multiplicative Thinking (LAF), two validated formative assessment options 
and teaching advice specific to the eight developmental zones identified in the LAF. Given 
that students were located on the item difficulty scale at the point where they have a 50% 
chance of satisfying the scoring criterion (see Siemon, Breed, Izard & Virgona, 2006), the 
advice was formulated in terms of specific ideas and/or strategies that needed to be 
consolidated and established at each zone as well as specific suggestions as to what to 
introduce and develop to progress student learning to the next zone. This second form of 
advice was also used to consolidate and establish what was needed at the next zone. 
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Phase 3 of the SNMY project was designed to support research school teachers use the 
teaching advice in the elaborated LAF to progress student learning. Originally referred to as 
assessment guided instruction, this approach implement came to be referred to as targeted 
teaching in the latter part of the SNMY project (Siemon, Breed, Dole, Izard & Virgona, 
2006).  

The notion of targeted teaching 

The value of using assessment data to inform and improve teaching, generally referred to as 
formative assessment, is widely recognised (e.g., Ball, 1993; Black and Wiliam, 1998; 
Callingham & Griffin, 2000a; Clark, 2001). However, it was felt that a different term was 
needed to distinguish the long-term, multi-faceted nature of the interventions needed to 
scaffold student’s multiplicative thinking from the equally valid but short-term or 
spontaneous teaching decisions that might be informed by a pre-test on subtraction or an 
informal observation of student thinking in the course of a classroom discussion. Targeted 
teaching is characterized by an unrelenting focus on big ideas. It requires; 

• assessment tools/techniques that expose students’ thinking and provide valid and 
reliable information about where students are ‘at’ in relation to an important big 
idea; 

• a grounded knowledge of underlying learning progressions, key steps in the 
development and application of big ideas and how to scaffold these; 

• an interpretation of what different student responses might mean and some 
practical ideas to address and progress student learning; 

• an expanded repertoire of teaching approaches that accommodate and nurture 
discourse, help uncover and explore student’s ideas in constructive ways, and 
ensure all students can participate in and contribute to the enterprise; 

• sufficient time with students to develop trust and supportive relationships; and 
• flexibility to spend time with the students who need it most (Siemon, Breed, Dole, 

Izard & Virgona, 2006). 
The results of the SNMY project found medium to large effect sizes (in the range 0.45 to 0.75 
or more) as described by Cohen (1969) in research schools compared to small to medium 
effect sizes (in the range of 0.2 to 0.5) in the reference schools, suggesting that teaching 
targeted to identified student learning needs was effective in improving student’s 
multiplicative thinking. Results across clusters varied but there was a small trend to suggest 
that the approach was more effective in primary than secondary schools. Breed’s (2011) 18 
week intervention study, conducted as part of the SNMY project, involved nine Year 6 
students identified in Zone 1 of the LAF. When re-assessed three months after the 
intervention, all nine students shifted at least 4 zones with the majority shifting five Zones to 
be age and grade appropriate.  

Since 2006, the SNMY assessment options and teaching advice have been used in a range of 
coaching and professional learning activities in Victoria, South Australia, Tasmania and 
Queensland. However, while their use to support a targeted teaching approach has been 
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generally successful in the upper years of primary school, their use in secondary schools has 
not been as widespread.  

While the results of the RMF project described above demonstrated the efficacy of using a 
targeted teaching approach to multiplicative thinking, there was considerable variation across 
research schools suggesting that teachers and the extent to which they are supported by the 
school leadership are critical in implementing and sustaining this approach. Since 2013, the 
vast majority of research schools involved in the RMF and/or RMFII projects are continuing 
to use the SNMY assessment options and teaching advice to implement a targeted teaching 
approach. In many cases, extending this to whole cohorts as part of their mathematics 
program with outcomes reflected in nation-wide test results the following year. 

What we have learnt to date as a result of our experience is that targeted teaching is not a 
prescribed process or program, schools and teachers need to appropriate it to their 
circumstances and capabilities. It is a very organic process that is not in anyway equivalent to 
systematic streaming/tracking and it is most effective where it has evolved over time with the 
support of key individuals and the leadership group. 

 

Anne Watson's reflective comment on the approaches presented in the document: 

Broadly, all the LT development groups described here use a variety of sources to develop 
their trajectories. All of these are to various extents hypothetical, whether labelled as such or 
not, since, as Simon says (1995, p.135) "Individual students' learning proceeds along 
idiosyncratic, although often similar, paths." This is why the parameters for design include 
anticipation of learners' plausible responses. 

All four groups use existing literature to inform their HLTs, and all follow up with some kind 
of work with learners to enrich or complete their trajectories.  Some of this work is 
undertaken in clinical interviews and some in more authentic learning settings. This matters, 
because while clinical interviews tell us what is possible in attentive, responsive, observant 
settings, an idealised view, they do not tell us what is possible in the world of learning 
mathematics in school, nor in the processes of conceptual development that can take place in 
out-of-school settings, where conceptual progression can be very different and sometimes 
defies school-centred assumptions (Nunes, Carraher & Schliemann, 1993).  Much depends on 
the initial research focus, whether it is derived from big mathematical ideas (Seimon, 2006), 
or from existing curriculum order, or from something like the grounding metaphors proposed 
by Lakoff and Nunez (2000), or from a constructivist body of work.  

A fascinating chapter in Maloney, Confrey and Nguyen (2014) reveals the kind of differences 
that are structured into the research process from the start. Barrett and Battista (2014) 
compare their approaches to the development of LTs about measuring length and find that 
there are differences in how learning is described and the grain size of the 'levels' that are 
developed. Furthermore, at later stages there are differences in their construction of 
assessment tasks and the connections between their levels and instructional advice. As an 
outsider reading this comparison, what stands out for me is a fundamental difference in the 
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initial focus: whether 'measure' includes qualitative, non-numerical comparison and iteration 
or whether it only concerns numerical units. An approach that started with observation of 
children in natural settings might illuminate the first trajectory, while one that starts with 
curriculum-based diagnostic tasks might lean towards the second. The different 'levels' that 
emerge remind us to be wary of levels. Too easily they can slip into labels for learners rather 
than categories of learning, and it is important to remember that learning mathematical ideas 
is not a one-way process - classroom observation has shown that learners often fold back to 
simpler understandings (e.g. Pirie & Kieren, 1989) 

The mindset with which the development process is approached is interesting.  Some LT 
research favours enrichment of existing beliefs (or knowledge) about conceptual development 
while Confrey and her colleagues, for example, have been more open to discerning 
continuous conceptual threads that permeate mathematics.  The identification of 
equipartitioning as fundamental to many strands of mathematical development is a major 
contribution to how we think of learning and curriculum. This arose by going beyond existing 
conceptual stories and re-visioning the knowledge and actions that learners had to bring to 
bear on problems. Similar fundamentals that arise from LT research include unitising, 
operations and numberline (the latter particularly arising in the work of the Freudenthal 
Institute) while Lakoff and Nunez (2000), coming from an enactivist perspective, identify 
collection, construction, motion and 'measuring stick' as basic human actions that can be 
called into play in the more formal world of mathematics. The research bases for these 
different fundamentals are different, but to my mind that does not invalidate the proposal that 
learning can be seen through any of these lenses, which are key mathematical awarenesses 
operating beneath the assessment and politicising radar.  As someone who now works more 
with practitioners than researchers, this identification of new ways to see mathematical 
progress seems to me more valuable than the production of more technical language. LTs 
give a way to talk about the coordination of qualitative, relational sense of quantities and the 
enumeration that arises in school arithmetic. They direct attention to what learners do 
actively, and how they do it, rather than to a predetermined view of what it takes to be 
successful in a task.  They also direct attention away from Piaget and towards Davydov's 
work (1990), in which the role of mathematics is to express relationships that we already 
sense in agreed symbolic forms that allow us to manipulate, compare and so on.  

After the initial development stages, all approaches use teaching experiments to enrich and 
validate their work.  The extent of this work varies according to the resources of staffing, 
funding and time available, but there is an intention in all of these to interrogate and 
coordinate data from experiments, clinical interviews, research and at some stage to engage 
teachers and/or authentic teaching contexts. While the point of LTs, as Sarama and Clements 
say in this document, is to inform teaching from knowledge about learning rather than the 
other way round, the communication of this knowledge is a critical design issue in itself.  
Confrey describes their methods as making "the knowledge base on learning trajectories 
more accessible to greater numbers of teachers" (this document). Note that they make "the 
knowledge base" accessible, which I take to mean not merely providing a well-designed 
sequence of tasks but also providing access to the thinking and purposes that underpin them.  
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Similarly Tzur is focused on using his HLT approach with pre-service and in-service teachers 
and is explicit to some extent with these students.  Since a key aspect of most definitions and 
enactment of LT research includes the ability to work responsively with learners, Corcoran, 
Mosher and Rogat (2009) argue that teachers need to know the conceptual structure 
underlying successful learning so they can respond appropriately and adaptively. Thus some 
LT research groups provide clusters of tasks and pathways for teachers to use, while others 
provide diagnostic assessment tasks, but others only one pathway of tasks. All offer 
background information about how to use, or learn from, or adapt these materials. It is not 
always clear if tasks are supposed to be additional to some kind of usual teaching, or to form 
the main experience of learning, or only to provide a context for assessing learning. 

Teachers are not the only audience for research-informed LTs however (Daro, Mosher & 
Corcoran, 2011). Assessment designers, authors of learning management systems (such as 
textbooks and online resources), and curriculum developers need the same knowledge. Thus 
Daro et al. argue for collaboration among mathematics education researchers, assessment 
experts, cognitive scientists, curriculum and assessment developers, and classroom teachers. 
The phrase 'learning trajectory' is in danger of becoming 'curriculum' and then 'teaching 
trajectory' in the blink of an eye. This might make sense on some contexts, but perhaps that is 
because of the different meanings of 'curriculum' that pervade our field. In some countries, 
the 'curriculum' is the guidance, often statutory, that states what school children are expected 
to be taught at what ages.  In a subset of these countries, this guidance will include more 
information about how the teaching should be done (e.g. function machines or input-output 
models of functions should be taught in grade 7) which imply an underlying coarse-grained 
hypothesised learning trajectory, i.e. a theoretical view of what images, language, notations, 
conceptual steps are necessary. In other countries, the curriculum will include statutory 
requirements about the nature of mathematics (e.g. reasoning and problem-solving as an 
integral part of the curriculum) that have implications for pedagogy, which in turn influences 
the nature of the task sequences - they will not be purely focused on cognitive content. Some 
of Seimon's 'big ideas' (2006) such as  'using multiple representations’, ‘giving arguments or 
proving’ and ‘dealing with infinity’ might be included in such a curriculum. Other national 
curricula might include information about assessment expectations that provide a strong 
framing for the expected knowledge and its nature. Furthermore, the content expectations are 
not necessarily similar across countries, particularly where the demands of TIMSS or PISA 
are seen as secondary to national visions of mathematical literacy. Where there is not a 
national curriculum, and even where there is, the high stakes testing regime holds sway, or 
particular learning management systems might be thought of as the curriculum, so that 
different textbooks support a different curriculum. This discussion has implications for what 
LT developers do next, after construction and validity field testing of their trajectories. 
Researchers and developers have to get their funding within their own jurisdiction, thus 
Confrey's work has influenced the production of the Core Curriculum in the US, and has in 
turn been influenced by implementation which is being fully analysed and researched as a 
feedback loop to the next stages of development, while Tzur's work has been less tied to 
national demands, and stays closer to a universal perception of learning because of its 
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mathematical scope. In countries where a national curriculum is developed by political 
agencies, those working on it need to have ready access to information about learning and as 
yet this is not internationally available in a convincing and knowledge-based format. Yet all 
field trialling is carried out on real children with real teachers who have already been 
influenced by the teaching and curriculum specifics of their own education system. This 
observation challenges any assumptions about cultural neutrality of LTs. On the one hand, 
ignoring learning in authentic educational contexts could lead to reductive and unrealistic 
trajectories; on the other, context makes international exchange a potential minefield for 
misunderstandings.  

Work on LTs in US and Australia seems to be closely tied into curriculum development, yet 
it seems to be agreed that a learning trajectory is not a teaching trajectory, but a framework 
for understanding learning so that teaching can be conceptually responsive. Whether this 
nuanced difference can be maintained during political processes that dwell on assessment 
remains to be seen.  

LTs all address particular mathematical domains, most notably multiplicative reasoning in 
which I include measurement and fractions.  Although there are calls for LTs to be developed 
across all school mathematics, (and personally I would like to see more on functions), the 
current focus is the most necessary as it provides a developmental strand that does not arise 
easily from counting and is critical for most mathematics. A difference I notice in the 
research is whether a critical idea emerges from or frames the construction research. I am 
thinking here of how Learning Study uncovers critical aspects of learning that may only 
appear in particular contexts, or could be due to pedagogy. One example that comes to mind 
is: teachers and researchers working out together that reading algebra visually is a necessary 
aspect of learning, because students are confusing 2x with x2 and also with 2x and some 
other expressions (Pillay, Adler & Runesson, personal communication). This is unlikely to 
emerge from cognitive literature, nor seen as significant without pedagogic attunement, yet 
the relationship between conceptual understanding and symbolic forms is as much about 
cognition as it is about enculturation, since one has to have a sense of conceptual distinctions 
to read different formats. 

Some design approaches that have all the characteristics of LT research also use pedagogical 
attunement as an information source. I am thinking of the careful designs for curriculum that 
come from the Freudenthal Institute or the Chinese People's Press, the Nuffield primary 
curriculum on the UK past, or Brousseau's work in France. These would all claim to be based 
on available research plus pedagogic experience. One example of this is how teachers in 
Shanghai frequently scaffold transition from material situations to abstract by editing pupil 
talk; a pupil might talk about 'six apples' and the teacher repeats what is said but omits the 
word 'apples'. This latter example indicates some fundamental differences of theories about 
learning that are inherent in any LT, in this case the roles of the context/picture/material 
objects. Are they to provide 'models of' abstract mathematical meaning or 'models for' 
mathematising? Are learners expected to extract mathematical structure from situations and 
examples, or apply an abstract sense of structure to situations and examples? Tzur (this 
document) notices this distinction in his classification of participatory and anticipatory modes 
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of learning, the first leading to recognition of structure through action, the second having a 
sense of structure before action. This kind of distinction arises in several pedagogic traditions 
(e.g. Realistic Mathematics Education, Chinese variation principles, enactivism, etc.). 

I shall now return to the parameters for design that emerged from the ICMI study and ask 
whether the corpus of LT research attends to these. 

Parameters for design  Explicit in learning trajectories 

Theories about: learning; 
conceptual structure; 

connections between task, 
teaching, environment, 

knowledge and learning 

Mainly explicitly constructivist, 
with some recognition of context 

of learning at implementation 

Design intentions: nature of 
knowledge; domain; aims; local 

goals  

Focus is on specific mathematical 
conceptual fields; the aim is to 

improve learning mathematical 
concepts 

Likely activity: expected 
mental/symbolic/physical 

actions and how these support 
learning  

The design cycles hope to make 
particular congitive moves more 

likely 

Implementation: expectations; 
tools and materials; how to 

support activity; interactions & 
language; local norms of 

teaching; informing teacher 
decisions; informing contingent 

action 

A major goal in the design is to 
support teaching decisions 

through the provision of the LT 
and associated  tasks and 
materials. Local norms of 
teaching are not explicitly 

referred to. 

 

From these considerations I add to the questions posed at the start of this document: 

What key areas of mathematical learning should be researched and developed as LTs to 
influence learning optimally? 

To what extent has the LT field shifted from finding out about learning to designing 
teaching? How has funding and policy influenced this move?  

Should, and how can, researchers and developers draw on curriculum design and experience 
internationally as well as on published research and local empirical research?  

At what stage in the different methods of development of learning trajectories do the 
developers draw on professional knowledge of experienced teachers and children's learning 
in authentic educational environments? What of value could these sources add to the process? 
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What evidence is there that LTs developed in one cultural context can inform teaching in 
another context? 
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This chapter will explore why big ideas have become a topic of interest in 
mathematics education, what these might look like in relation to the teaching and 
learning of number in the early to the middle years of schooling, and how these are 
reflected in the Australian Curriculum: Mathematics. In particular, it will consider 
those ideas and strategies without which student’s progress in mathematics will be 
seriously impacted. Identified as trusting the count, place-value, multiplicative 
thinking, partitioning, and proportional reasoning (Siemon, 2006), each idea will be 
explored through the lens of a set of diagnostic materials that have been found to be 
effective in mainstream and remote Indigenous settings. Two case studies will be 
reported to demonstrate the efficacy of the diagnostic tools and their associated 
advice in helping teachers identify and respond to the specific learning needs of their 
students while building a deeper understanding of the mathematics needed for 
teaching. 

 The crowded curriculum and the lack of succinct, unambiguous guidelines about 
the key ideas and strategies needed to make progress in school mathematics have 
long been a concern of teachers. This is particularly the case for Number which is 
the area most responsible for the significant range in mathematics achievement in 
the middle years of schooling (Siemon, Virgona & Corneille, 2001; Siemon, Breed, 
Dole, Izard & Virgona, 2006). While the importance of focussing on the ‘big ideas’ is 
widely recognised (e.g., Charles, 2005; Kuntze, Lerman, Murphy, Kurz-Milcke, Siller 
& Winbourne, 2009; National Curriculum Board [NCB], 2009: Ontario Ministry of 
Education, 2006), there is little agreement about what these ideas are and how they 
are best represented to support the teaching and learning of mathematics in schools.  

The development of the Australian Curriculum: Mathematics [ACM] (Australian 
Curriculum Assessment Reporting Authority, 2011) provided an important 
opportunity to negotiate and articulate the big ideas in school mathematics (see 
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Siemon, 2011b). The extent to which this has been achieved is discussed in terms of 
five big ideas in Number that have been found to be useful in identifying learning 
needs and informing teacher’s responses to those needs in Victorian, Tasmanian and 
South Australian schools.  

Why a Focus on Big Ideas? 
Students need to learn mathematics in ways that enable them to recognise when 
mathematics might help to interpret information or solve practical problems, apply their 
knowledge appropriately in contexts where they will have to use mathematical reasoning 
processes, choose mathematics that makes sense in the circumstances, make assumptions, 
resolve ambiguity and judge what is reasonable in the context. (Commonwealth of 
Australia, 2008, p. 11) 

Evidence from the 2009 Programme for International Student Assessment [PISA] shows 
that there has been a significant decline in the proportion of Australian students 
reaching Level 5 or above on the mathematical literacy scale (Thomson, Bortoli, 
Nicholas, Hillman & Buckley, 2011). This is consistent with data from the Middle 
Years Numeracy Research Project [MYNRP] which found that a significant proportion 
of students in Years 5 to 9 experience considerable difficulty interpreting problem 
situations, applying what they know to solve unfamiliar situations, explaining their 
thinking and communicating mathematically (e.g., Siemon, Virgona & Corneille, 
2001). 

While it is difficult to argue cause and effect at this macro level, there is little 
doubt that the opportunity to engage in sustained problem solving and in-depth 
investigations is significantly influenced by the amount of content that teachers feel 
they have to teach and how that content is offered (NCB, 2009). This is reflected in 
the size and organisation of mathematics textbooks in the middle years where 
mathematics is typically presented as a set of disconnected topics and the primary 
mode of learning is example-practice-practice. The fact that there is considerable 
overlap in the content of such texts and the vast majority of problems tend to be 
relatively low-level, skill-based repetitious exercises (e.g., Vincent & Stacey, 2008) is 
unlikely to be conducive to learning mathematics in the way suggested by the 
National Numeracy Review (Commonwealth of Australia, 2008). A focus on the big 
ideas is needed to ‘thin out’ the over-crowded curriculum (NCB, 2009; National 
Mathematics Advisory Panel, 2008) and create opportunities to rethink and 
transform existing approaches to the teaching and learning of mathematics. 

Teachers need to understand the big ideas of mathematics and be able to represent 
mathematics as a coherent and connected enterprise. (National Council of Teachers of 
Mathematics, 2000, p. 17) 
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A focus on big ideas and the links between them is also needed to strengthen 
student understanding and help deepen teacher knowledge and confidence for 
teaching mathematics (Charles, 2005), the importance of which has been 
demonstrated by research on the characteristics of effective teachers of mathematics 
(e.g., Askew, 1999; Charles, 2005; Clarke & Clarke, 2002; Hattie, 2003; Ma, 1999). For 
instance, effective teachers recognise the connections between different aspects and 
representations of mathematics. They ask timely and appropriate questions, 
facilitate and maintain high-level conversations about important mathematics, 
evaluate and respond to student thinking during instruction, promote 
understanding, help students make connections, and target teaching to ensure key 
ideas and strategies are understood. “A clearly, succinctly written curriculum will 
assist this” (NCB, 2009, p. 12). 

What is a ‘Big Idea’ in School Mathematics? 
The content of school mathematics has always been subjected to some form of 
categorisation. In recent times, these categorisations have included process as well 
as content strands, for example, the National Statement on Mathematics for Australian 
Schools (Australian Education Council, 1991). For its purposes, PISA categorised 
school mathematics in terms of ‘quantity, space and shape, and uncertainty’. In the 
Discussion Paper on School Mathematics for the 21st Century, the Australian Association 
of Mathematics Teachers (2009) added ‘variables, relationships and change’ to the 
PISA list but also included four ‘mathematical actions’. The ACM is organised in 
terms of three content strands – ‘Number and Algebra, Measurement and 
Geometry, and Statistics and Probability’ - and four proficiencies. While some of 
these categories (e.g., quantity, uncertainty) might be regarded as really big ideas in 
school mathematics, they are too broad to inform teacher’s everyday practice. A 
more refined set of key ideas and strategies and the links between them is needed to 
inform teaching and scaffold student learning. 

Charles (2005) defines a ‘big idea’ as “a statement of an idea that is central to the 
learning of mathematics, one that links numerous mathematical understandings 
into a coherent whole” (p. 10). For example, “Any number, measure, numerical 
expression, algebraic expression, or equation can be represented in an infinite 
number of ways that have the same value” (p. 14) is a statement of a big idea. 
However, while he identifies twenty-one ‘Big Ideas’ in mathematics and provides 
‘examples of mathematical understandings’ for each, no claims are made about 
possible learning progressions or developmental priorities beyond what is loosely 
and perhaps unintentionally implied by the organization of the list. For example,  

Big Idea #2: The base ten numeration system is a scheme for recording numbers using 
digits 0-9, groups of ten, and place value. … (p. 13) 
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Big Idea #13: Rules of arithmetic and algebra can be used together with notions of 
equivalence to transform equations and inequalities so solutions can be found. (p. 18) 

While not defining a ‘big idea’, the Ontario Ministry of Education (2005) lists five 
‘big ideas’ in number sense and numeration for K to 3 – ‘counting, operational 
sense, quantity, relationships, and representations’. For Years 4 to 6 ‘counting’ is 
replaced by ‘proportional reasoning’ and in Years 7 to 8, the list is reduced to 
‘quantity relationships, operational sense, and proportional relationships’. This 
approach provides some indication of the developmental progressions involved but 
these are not specifically delineated.  

More recently, the Awareness of the Big Ideas in Mathematics Classrooms project 
(Kuntze, Lerman, Murphy, Siller et al., 2009), which is aimed at “encouraging 
teachers’ reflections on overarching concepts in mathematics and on their potential 
for learning” (p. 9), has identified four characteristics of big ideas. These can be 
summarised as ideas that have high potential for building conceptual 
understanding, meta-knowledge about mathematics as a science, meaningful 
communication strategies, and professional reflection. Examples of big ideas from 
this standpoint include ‘using multiple representations’, ‘giving arguments or 
proving’ and ‘dealing with infinity’. While these are undoubtedly important 
indicators of mathematical reasoning and best teaching practice, it is not clear how 
these translate to learning trajectories that could be used to inform teaching and 
support mathematics learning over time.  

For the purposes of the Assessment for Common Misunderstandings (Siemon, 2006) 
and the Developmental Maps (Siemon, 2011a) which were developed for the Victorian 
Department of Education and Early Childhood Development [DEECD], a ‘big idea’ 
in mathematics: 

x is an idea, strategy, or way of thinking about some key aspect of mathematics 
without which, students’ progress in mathematics will be seriously impacted; 

x encompasses and connects many other ideas and strategies; 
x serves as an idealised cognitive model (Lakoff, 1987), that is, it provides an 

organising structure or a frame of reference that supports further learning and 
generalizations;  

x cannot be clearly defined but can be observed in activity … (Siemon, 2006, 
2011a). 

Why Big Ideas in Number? 
Teachers routinely point to Number as the most difficult aspect of the school 
mathematics to teach and learn. This is reflected in the time spent on number in the 
school mathematics curriculum and evident in the data from the MYNRP, which 
used rich assessment tasks and partial credit items to explore number sense, 
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measurement and data sense, and space sense in a structured sample of 6859 Year 5 
to 9 students in 1999-2001 (Siemon, Virgona & Corneille, 2001). The results of this 
large-scale study found that there was as much difference in numeracy achievement 
within schools as between schools, that in any one year level there was there was up 
to an 8 year range in ability, and the needs of ‘at risk’ learners were not being met. A 
key finding of the MYNRP was that the differences in performance were almost 
entirely due to difficulties with larger whole numbers, decimals, fractions, 
multiplication and division, and proportional reasoning, collectively recognised as 
multiplicative thinking (Vergnaud, 1983). 

As a consequence, the Scaffolding Numeracy in the Middle Years [SNMY] project 
was designed to explore the development of multiplicative thinking in Years 4 to 8 
using rich tasks and partial credit items. Rasch modeling (e.g., Bond & Fox, 2001) 
was used to analyse the responses of just under 3200 students in three school 
clusters (one secondary school and three or more associated primary schools), two 
in Victoria and one in Tasmania (Siemon, Breed et al., 2006). A Learning and 
Assessment Framework for Multiplicative Thinking [LAF] was identified on the basis of 
this analysis comprising eight hierarchical zones ranging from additive, count-all 
strategies (Zone 1) to the sophisticated use of proportional reasoning (Zone 8) with 
multiplicative thinking not evident on a consistent basis until Zone 4. The 
proportion of students by Zone by Year level is shown in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1. Proportions of students by Zone and Year Level from the initial phase of SNMY Project 

The results of the SNMY confirmed the finding of the MYNRP that there was an 
8  year  range  in  achievement  at  each  year  level  and when  the  LAF  Zones were 
analysed against curriculum expectations,  it was evident  that up  to 40% of Year 7 
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and 8 students performed below curriculum expectations and at least 25% were well 
below expected level (Siemon, Breed et al., 2006). 

This discrepancy is unacceptable in a country that prides itself on providing 
opportunities for all (Ministerial Council on Education, Employment, Training & 
Youth Affairs, 2008). Multiplicative thinking is a key indicator of success in school 
mathematics in the middle years and as such it is imperative that the key ideas and 
strategies that underpin the transition from additive to multiplicative thinking are 
clearly articulated and understood by teachers and curriculum developers. A focus 
on the big ideas in number is essential to inform more targeted approaches to the 
teaching and learning of mathematics to ensure that all students have the 
opportunity to deepen their understanding and participate fully and effectively in 
school mathematics. 

Big Ideas in Number and the Australian Curriculum: Mathematics 
Scaffolding student learning is the primary task of teachers of mathematics. 
However, this cannot be achieved without accurate information about what each 
student knows already and what might be within the student’s grasp with some 
support from the teacher and/or peers. This not only requires a clear understanding 
of the key ideas, representations and strategies in school mathematics, how they are 
connected and how they might be acquired over time, it also requires assessment 
techniques that expose student thinking, interpretations of what different student 
responses might mean, and some practical ideas to address the particular learning 
needs identified (Siemon, 2006). As we have seen above, this is particularly 
important in relation to a relatively small number of ‘big ideas’ and strategies in 
Number.  

The Assessment for Common Misunderstanding tools [hereinafter referred to as the 
tools] were developed for the Victorian Department of Education and Early 
Childhood Development (see Siemon, 2006) to address this need. They draw on 
research-based tasks and represent what Callingham (2011) has referred to as 
productive assessment, in that they provide useful, timely, appropriate information 
fit for purpose. Based on earlier work with pre-service teachers and schools in the 
Northern Territory (Siemon, Enilane & McCarthy, 2004), the tools were developed 
to help teachers better “understand and monitor their individual students’ 
developing strategies and particular learning needs” (National Curriculum Board, 
2008, p. xiv) in relation to a small number of very big ideas in Number without 
which student’s progress in mathematics will be severely restricted. These ideas are 
summarised in Table 1. The first five ideas are then considered in terms of their 
associated tools and the ACM (version 1.2) as it is these ideas that most concern the 
development of multiplicative thinking in the middle years of schooling. 
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Table 1. Big ideas in Number by stages of schooling (Siemon, 2006) 

By the end of: Big Idea Indicated by: 

Foundation Year Trusting the 
Count 

Access to flexible mental objects for the numbers to ten based on part-part-whole 
knowledge derived from subitising and counting (e.g., know that 7 is 1 more than 6, 1 
less than 8, 5 and 2, 2 and 5, 3 and 4 without having to make or count a collection of 7) 

Year 2 Place-value Capacity to recognise and work with place-value units and view larger numbers as 
counts of these units rather than collections of ones (e.g., able to count forwards and 
backwards in place-value units) 

Year 4 Multiplicative 
Thinking 

Capacity to work flexibly with both the number in each group and the number of groups 
(e.g., can view 6 eights as 5 eights and 1 more eight). Recognises and works with 
multiple representations of multiplication and division (e.g., arrays, regions and ‘times 
as many’ or ‘for each’ idea).  

Year 6 (Multiplicative) 
Partitioning 

Ability to partition quantities and representations equally using multiplicative reasoning 
(e.g., a fifth is smaller than a quarter, estimate 1 fifth on this basis then halve and halve 
remaining part again to represent fifths),  recognise that partitioning distributes over 
previous acts of partitioning and that numbers can be divided to create new numbers 

Year 8 Proportional 
Reasoning 

Ability to recognise and work with an extended range of concepts for multiplication and 
division including rate, ratio, percent, and the ‘for each’ idea, and work with 
relationships between relationships 

Year 10 Generalising Capacity to recognise and represent patterns and relationships in multiple ways 
including symbolic expressions, devise and apply general rules 

 
The following descriptions draw on material written for the DEECD in 2006 and 

2011 (Siemon, 2006, 2011a) and Siemon, Beswick, Brady, Clark, Faragher & Warren 
(2011). They comprise a number of easy to administer, performance-based tasks 
designed to address a key area of Number at different levels of schooling from 
Foundations to the end of Year 10. In the associated teaching advice a range of 
student responses is identified for each task and, for each of these, an interpretation 
of what the response implies is provided together with targeted teaching 
suggestions. 
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Trusting the Count 

The term ‘trusting the count’ was originally proposed by Willis (2002) to draw 
attention to the fact that children may not believe that if they counted the same 
collection again they would arrive at the same amount. More recently this term has 
been appropriated and extended to refer not only to the belief that counting will 
produce an invariant result (literal interpretation), but also to the capacity to access 
mental objects for the numbers to ten that render counting unnecessary in most 
dealings with those numbers (Siemon et al., 2011). Derived primarily from extensive 
experiences with subitising (the ability to recognise small collections without 
counting), a child trusts the count for a number such as 8 when he or she can access 
a repertoire of knowledge items and images for ‘eightness’ that obviates the need to 
represent and count collections of 8 in order to work with 8. Viewed in this way, 
trusting the count also supports a sense of numbers beyond ten, for example, a 
collection of 16 can be recognised as 1 ten and 6 more without counting on by ones 
(Siemon, 2006).  

Trusting the count is a big idea that builds on and connects early number ideas 
derived from counting and subitising. In particular, it presumes children are 
familiar with the number naming sequence and understand what is meant by more, 
less and the same in this context. Trusting the count is not about addition or 
subtraction, although it is a key component of additive thinking. It is about deeply 
understanding what each of the numbers to ten means and the various ways in 
which they might be represented in terms of their parts. It is an essential pre-
requisite for understanding larger numbers and developing a sense of quantitative 
reasoning (Smith & Thompson, 2007).  

Two tools are used to evaluate children’s capacity to trust the count (see Siemon, 
2006). The first assesses children’s capacity to recognise numbers to 5 without 
counting and on this basis to recognise the remaining numbers to ten without 
counting referred to as conceptual subitising by Clements and Samara (2007). The 
second tool is based on a task developed by Steffe and his colleagues in the early 
1980s to evaluate children’s counting strategies (Steffe, Cobb & von Glasersfeld, 
1988). It is used in this context to examine the extent to which children have access 
to mental objects for the numbers to ten.  

The Australian Curriculum: Mathematics [ACM] at this level of schooling refers to 
the ‘language and processes of counting’ (ACMNA001) and the ability to ‘connect 
number names, numerals and quantities (ACMNA002), ‘subitise small collections’ 
(ACMNA003) and ‘compare, order and make correspondences between collections’ 
(ACMNA289). While these capacities are necessary to build mental objects for each 
of the numbers to ten, they are not sufficient. By the end of their first 12 to 18 
months of school, children need a deep understanding of the numbers to 10 that 
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goes beyond the language and processes of counting to ensure that when they hear, 
read, write, or say a number such as ‘seven’, they can imagine that number in terms 
of its parts (e.g., as 1 more than 6, 5 and 2, or 3 and 4) and how it relates to other 
numbers (e.g., as 1 less than 8 or 3 less than 10), without having to make, count or 
literally ‘see’ a collection of 7 objects. A deliberate and explicit focus on the 
development of part-part-whole knowledge is needed to ensure that children move 
beyond the language and processes of counting to develop mental objects for each 
of the numbers to ten that they can use flexibly without recourse to materials or 
models.  

Place Value 

The big idea of place-value in the early years of schooling is that it provides a 
system of new units based on the notion that ‘10 of these is 1 of those’ that can be 
used to work with and think about larger whole numbers in efficient and flexible 
ways. By the end of their third year of school (generally Year 2), most students can 
count by ones to 100 and beyond, read and write numbers to 1000, orally skip count 
by twos, fives and tens, and identify place-value parts (e.g., they can say that there 
are 4 hundreds 6 tens and 8 ones in 468). However, these behaviours do not 
necessarily mean that children understand place-value as many students still think 
about or imagine these numbers as collections of ones, and they are unable to 
rename numbers in terms of their place-value parts (e.g., rename 476 as 47 tens and 
6 ones) or work in place-value parts (e.g., name the number 2 tens less than 5308). 
That is, they do not recognise tens, and hundreds as units within a larger, place-
based system of numeration.  

Four tools are used to evaluate the extent to which children understand place-
value. The first, the Number Naming Tool is based on a task used by Ross (1989) 
and explores the meanings children attach to 2-digit numerals (e.g., the meaning of 
6 and 2 in 26) and the extent to which they can be distracted by regrouping 26 
counters into groups of 4 (i.e., they understand ten as a countable unit). The Efficient 
Counting Tool indicates the extent to which students can use twos, fives or tens as 
countable units to count large collections more efficiently. The Sequencing Tool 
explores the strategies students use to locate a 2-digit number on a 0-100 number 
line and the Renaming and Counting Tool examines student’s capacity to name and 
rename a 3-digit number and count forwards and backwards in place-value parts 
from a given 4-digit number. 

In the ACM, although number and place-value is used as a thread across all year 
levels there are only four references to place-value in the content descriptions, one at 
Year 1, one at Year 3 and two at Year 4. The first, “count collections to 100 by 
partitioning numbers using place value” (ACMNA014), can be accomplished 
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without recognising tens as units (e.g., ‘partitioning’ 43 as 40 and 3 does not 
emphasise ten as a countable unit as 40 is the name for 40 ones). The next two 
descriptors are concerned with assisting calculations (ACMNA053 and 
ACMNA073) and the fourth is concerned with the extension of the place-value 
system “to tenths and hundredths” (ACMNA079). Number sequences and skip 
counting are variously referred to in Years 1 and 2 (e.g., ACMNA012 and 
ACMNA026) but counting by twos, threes, fives or tens does not necessarily mean 
that 2, 3, 5 and 10 are understood as countable units. A count of 3, 6, 9, 12, … or 10, 
20, 30, 40, … could simply be seen as a shortened form of counting by ones.  

The ability to “recognise, model, read, write, and order numbers to at least 100” 
(ACMNA013), “to at least 1000” ( ACMNA027),  “to at least 10 000 (ACMNA052), 
and “to at least tens of thousands” (ACMNA072) are necessary pre-requisites for 
working with larger numbers but again, these capacities do not necessarily mean 
that children understand the structural basis of the base ten system of numeration 
or recognise tens, hundreds, and thousands as abstract composite units (Siemon et 
al., 2011).  

Additive thinking is not regarded as a big idea in its own right as it builds upon 
the two ideas of trusting the count and place value (Siemon et al., 2011). It is evident 
when children work with numbers as mental objects and rename numbers as 
necessary to facilitate calculations. For example, asked to calculate 36 and 27, an 
accomplished additive thinker might draw on her knowledge of place value to 
recognise this sum as 5 tens and 13 ones and therefore 63. Alternatively, she might 
add 2 tens to 36 to get 56 then, recognising 7 as 4 and 3, add 4 to 60 then 3 more to 
arrive at 63.  

Multiplicative Thinking 

For the purposes of the SNMY project, multiplicative thinking was described in 
terms of: 

x a capacity to work flexibly and efficiently with an extended range of numbers 
(and the relationships between them); 

x an ability to recognise and solve a range of problems involving multiplication 
and/or division including direct and indirect proportion; and 

x the means to communicate this effectively in a variety of ways (e.g., words, 
diagrams, symbolic expressions, and written algorithms) (Siemon, Breed et al., 
2006) 

Multiplicative thinking is a critically important ‘big idea’ as it underpins virtually 
all of the work in number and algebra in the middle years of schooling. By the end 
of Year 4 students need to be able to think about multiplication in a number of 
different ways so they can recognise when multiplication is required and how it 
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relates to division, develop efficient mental strategies and meaningful forms of 
written computation to solve a wider range of problems, and make connections to 
fraction representations, percent, rate and ratio. To achieve this they need to 
experience multiplication and division in ways that support a critical shift in 
thinking from a reliance on equal groups and repeated addition to a more general 
understanding of multiplication and division in terms of factor-factor-product 
(Siemon et al., 2011). 

Six tools are provided to evaluate multiplicative thinking at this level. These are 
summarised in Table 2.  
Table 2. Tools used to examine the emergence of multiplicative thinking (Siemon, 2006) 

Tool Designed to evaluate student’s capacity to: 

Additive strategies access to mental objects for the numbers to ten and efficient mental strategies for addition and 
subtraction 

Countable units recognise numbers as abstract composite wholes (Killion, Steffe & Stanic, 1989), that is, as countable 
units in the absence of physical materials/models 

Sharing share equally, recognise commutativity  (e.g., that 3 groups of 4 is the same as 4 groups of 3), 
appreciate the meaning of ‘times as many as’ 

Array and region use the properties of arrays and regions to determine the total amount without counting by ones or 
skip counting 

Cartesian product solve problems involving the Cartesian product or ‘for each’ idea of multiplication (e.g., the total 
number of lunch orders given three types of bread, 4 different fillings and 2 types of fruit) 

Simple proportional 
reasoning 

Use ‘if … then’ reasoning to solve simple proportional reasoning problems (Clarke & Kamii, 1996) 

  

In the ACM, the only reference to any of these key ideas is in Foundations where 
sharing is mentioned (ACMNA004) and in Year 2 where students are expected to 
recognise and represent “multiplication as repeated addition, groups and arrays” 
(ACMNA031) and “division as grouping into equal sets” (ACMNA032). However, 
sharing a collection equally does not necessarily indicate multiplicative thinking 
unless students recognise the relationship between the dividend and the quotient 
(Nunes & Bryant, 1996) and working with arrays is no guarantee of multiplicative 
thinking either unless the focus of attention is shifted from a count of groups of the 
same size (additive) to a given number of groups of any size (Siemon et al., 2011). 
Importantly, the region idea is not mentioned at all and yet this underpins the ‘area’ 
or ‘by’ idea of multiplication (i.e., each part multiplied by every other part) which is 
needed to support the multiplication of larger whole numbers (e.g., 2-digit by 2-
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digit multiplication), the interpretation of fraction diagrams (e.g., thirds by fifths are 
fifteenths) and ultimately the multiplication of linear factors. 

In Year 3 students are expected to “recall multiplication facts of two, three, five 
and ten and related division facts” (ACMNA056). This wording together with the 
reference to number sequences “increasing and decreasing by twos, threes, fives 
and tens” (AMNA026) in Year 2 implies that the multiplication facts are learnt in 
sequence (e.g., 1 three, 2 threes, 3 threes, 4 threes, 5 threes etc) rather than on the 
basis of number of groups irrespective of size (e.g., 3 of anything is double the 
group and one more group). The references to “investigate number sequences 
involving multiples of 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, and 9” (ACMNA074) and “recalling 
multiplication tables” (Fluency proficiency) at Year 4 reinforce this observation. This 
is unfortunate given the reported success of alternate approaches to learning the 
multiplication facts based on commutativity and distributivity (not mentioned in 
the ACM until Year 7) and renaming numbers (e.g., McIntosh & Dole, 2004; Siemon 
et al., 2011).  

Factors and multiples are referred to in Year 5 (ACMNA098), “properties of 
primes, composite, square and triangular numbers” in Year 6 (ACMNA122), indices 
in Years 7 and 8 (ACMNA149 & ACMNA182), and solving problems involving 
specified numbers and operations across year levels (e.g., ACMNA100, ACMNA101 
and ACMNA103). These content descriptors vary little from the topic-based 
curriculum of 50 years ago. There is no suggestion of the connections between them 
or that something other than a repeated addition model of multiplication is needed 
to support a deep understanding of factors and indices (Confrey, Maloney, Nguyen, 
Mojica & Myers, 2009). 

Partitioning 

The idea that a collection or a quantity can be expressed in terms of its parts is 
fundamental to developing a strong sense of number. This can be done additively 
(as in part-part-whole knowledge and renaming whole numbers in terms of their 
place-value parts) or multiplicatively (as in the production of equal parts). To clarify 
this distinction, Confrey and her colleagues (Confrey, et al., 2009) introduced the 
term equipartitioning (or splitting) to refer to 

behaviors that create equal-sized groups. In addition, we would assert that division is most 
directly derived from equipartitioning, with multiplication following as its inverse, rather 
than the traditional view that multiplication precedes division. … 
Equipartitioning/splitting as an operation leads to partitive division as well as to 
multiplication. (p. 347) 

Multiplicative partitioning, equipartitioning, or partitioning as it is used in this 
context is a ‘big idea’ that underpins the capacity to work meaningfully with 
rational numbers and their representations. In particular, to compare, order and 
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rename fractions, build strong connections between multiplication, division, 
fractions and decimals, and support the extension of multiplicative thinking to rate, 
ratio and percent (Siemon et al., 2011). 

Seven tools examine the following  indicators of partitioning as  it  is used  in this 
context.   

x Distinguish between fraction and non-fraction representations in multiple 
settings. 

x Recognise the relationship between the number of equal parts and the size 
and name of the parts (e.g., as the number of parts/shares increase the size of 
each part or share decreases). 

x Use efficient multiplicative strategies to construct indicative fraction diagrams 
and line models, name and record common fractions and decimals 

x Recognise that the relative magnitude of a fraction depends upon the 
relationship between the numerator (‘how many’) and the denominator (‘how 
much’).  

x Use meaningful strategies to compare, order and rename common fractions 
and decimal fractions. 

In the early years, the ACM refers to the capacity to “recognise and describe half 
as one of two equal pieces” (ACMNA016) and “to recognise and interpret common 
uses of halves, quarters and eighths of shapes and collections” (ACMNA033) but no 
mention is made of the important link to sharing which provides a powerful basis 
for the creation of equal parts and the link between fractions and partitive division 
(Nunes & Bryant, 1996).  In Year 3, students are expected to be able to “model and 
represent unit fractions including 1/2, 1/4, 1/3, 1/5 and their multiples to a 
complete whole” (ACMNA058). This suggests that fraction symbols are expected at 
this stage, which is problematic given the well known difficulties associated with 
interpreting fraction symbols and representations (e.g., Lamon, 1999). Also, the 
reference to counting fractions at Year 4 (ACMNA078) appears to privilege the 
fraction as number or measure idea over the many other representations of 
fractions, for example, part-whole relations, quotients, ratios and operators (Confrey 
et al., 2009; Lamon 1999). Focussing on fractions as measures could also lead to an 
over-reliance on additive, whole number-based approaches to locating fractions on 
a number line at the expense of multiplicative approaches such as partitioning.  

The inclusion of hundredths at Year 4 (ACMNA079) is mystifying in view of the 
research on decimal fraction misconceptions (e.g., Steinle & Stacey, 2004). It has 
possibly been included here because calculations to the nearest cent have been 
included at this level (ACMNA080) but there is little/no evidence to suggest that 
being able to work with money contributes to a deep understanding of decimal 
fractions. The fact that there is no mention of percentage benchmarks such as 50%, 
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25% at this level is also somewhat surprising given children’s capacity work with 
repeated acts of halving (percentages are not referred to at all until Year 7).  

Comparing and ordering “common unit fractions” and locating them on a 
number line (ACMNA102) is consistent with partitioning as is recognising “that the 
number system can be extended beyond hundredths” (ACMNA104). However, 
given that partitioning supports generalisations about how fractions might be 
renamed (e.g., if the total number of parts are increased by a certain factor then the 
number of parts required is also increased by that factor), it seems strange that the 
comparison of unlike fractions (fractions with unrelated denominators) has been 
pushed back to Year 7. 

Proportional Reasoning 

Proportional reasoning involves recognising and working with relationships 
between relationships (i.e., ratios) in different contexts. Proportional reasoning is 
important as it underpins the work done in other domains of mathematics (e.g. scale 
diagrams, the analysis of similar figures in geometry, and calculations involving 
percentages in financial mathematics) and provides a powerful basis for 
understanding functional relationships more generally.  

The following  indicators of proportional reasoning are examined by eight tools. 
   

x Use relational thinking (multiplicative) as opposed to absolute thinking 
(additive) to analyse change over time or compare relationships. 

x Identify and describe relationships between quantities in a range of problem 
contexts 

x Work flexibly and confidently with the quantities involved (i.e., measures, 
rates and/or ratios expressed in terms of natural numbers, rational numbers, 
percents and/or integers). 

x Use a scale factor to enlarge/reduce a 2-dimensional shape or estimate 
distances on a scale map. 

The ACM does not refer to proportional reasoning explicitly until Year 9 where 
reference is made to solving problems involving direct proportion and simple rates 
(ACMNA208) and enlargements, similarity, ratios and scale factors in relation to 
geometrical reasoning (ACMMG220 & ACMMG221). While many of the 
prerequisite skills are included in Years 6 to 8, these appear in the form of 
disconnected and only slightly differentiated skills. For example, “find a simple 
fraction of a quantity” (ACMNA127) at Year 6, “express one quantity as a fraction of 
another”, “find percentages of quantities and express one quantity as a percentage 
of another” (ACMNA 155, & ACMNA158) at Year 7, and solve a range of problems 
involving percentages, rates and ratios (ACMNA187 & ACMNA188) at Year 8. 
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Importantly, there is nothing to suggest how these skills relate to one another or 
their rich connections to multiplicative thinking more generally.  

The Verdict 

While it is still early days and it remains to be seen how educational systems and 
schools will work to bring the ACM to fruition, the casual reader could be forgiven 
for thinking that the ACM is just a thinner version of existing State and Territory 
mathematics curricula. The big ideas described here are not entirely absent from the 
ACM but they are not visible in ways that might provide “a powerful 
transformational force for deepening teacher knowledge for teaching mathematics 
and energising practice over time” (Siemon, 2011b, p. 68).  

The proficiencies which value conceptual understanding alongside procedural 
fluency as well as mathematical reasoning and problem solving, offer some 
potential to ‘connect the dots’ but the description of these at each year level is very 
brief and it will require a significant commitment to teacher professional learning to 
achieve this. Recent experience points to the benefits of focussing on the big ideas 
and using these as an organising frame to target teaching to learning needs and 
improve student outcomes. Some of this experience is reported in what follows. 

Working with the Big Ideas in Number 
The following cases illustrate how the Assessment for Common Misunderstandings 
materials have been used in South Australia and Tasmania to promote teacher 
professional learning and inform teaching practice. The teacher’s names have been 
used with permission and their quotes are included in italics to distinguish the 
teacher voice from other quotes included in the chapter.  

The South Australian Experience 

In August 2009 the South Australian Department of Education and Children’s 
Services [DECS] introduced the Literacy and Numeracy National Partnership 
[LNNP] project which placed 14 Numeracy Coaches in primary schools. This 
initiative was funded through the Australian Government’s Smarter Schools 
National Partnership. The Numeracy Coaches are each based in one or two schools 
and work with teachers and school leaders to improve numeracy outcomes across 
the school. Coaches are supported by an intensive professional learning program 
focussing predominantly on the skills of coaching, mathematical pedagogical 
content knowledge, working with student achievement data, and whole school 
improvement.  

The Assessment for Common Misunderstanding materials were used with 
permission from DEECD as the basis for the coaching initiative and coaches were 
provided with a hard copy of these materials which were referred to as the Big Ideas 
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in Number. Extensive professional learning on the big ideas was provided to the 
numeracy coaches who then worked in their schools with teachers to implement 
these ideas and strategies in their classrooms. As part of the LNNP evaluation, 
coaches were interviewed about the impact and outcomes of the project. The 
following examples are illustrative of their feedback. 

Brianna is the LNNP Numeracy Coach at a rural primary school and she has 
been working closely with Emily and her Reception/Year 1 (R/1) class on the big 
idea of Trusting the Count. Previously Emily had a strong focus on children being 
able to count and match number symbols to collections and number names. She 
now recognises that this was important but not enough. She believes that the 
increased emphasis on developing children’s deep understandings of the numbers 0 
to 9 and particularly their part-part-whole understanding (i.e., that seven is five and 
two, three and four and so on), has paid dividends as children can work flexibly 
with numbers from the earliest years. Her children don’t just learn what seven is but 
also how to break seven into its parts and put them back together again! 

In this class Emily and Brianna have used a wide range of materials, such as 
subitising cards, ten frames, dice, and clothes lines to develop understanding. They 
have also explored electronic technologies like Bee Bots, Interactive whiteboards 
and iPods to support learning. The children program Bee Bots to move a given 
number of steps along a number line, guessing where it will end up or matching the 
numeral to the number line position. They talk about ‘how many more steps to ten’. 
They develop their understanding of doubles by playing a doubles dice game on the 
interactive white board. In this game a die is ‘rolled’ and the outcome displayed on 
the board. The children have to double the number rolled and then select the 
answer from a line of numbers from 1 to 12. They get one point for each correct 
answer and have a time limit of 60 seconds to get the highest score they can. Emily 
then records this score for each child to map their improvement over time. Some of 
the children can double and find the answer in the line up so quickly that visiting 
adults can’t match the student’s score. The iPod Touches have been a really big hit 
with the children. They have quickly mastered the navigation and use of the visual 
menus. Emily and Brianna have found some age appropriate iPod apps that focus 
on early number skills and they continue to look for more. 

Over the time that Emily has been working with the big ideas in number she has 
learnt a lot about how children learn number concepts. She expresses her own 
learning as,  

I am able to make the learning more hands on and by watching children engaged in 
learning activities I can often ‘see’ what they are thinking. I have a better grasp of what I’m 
looking for and my own understanding of conceptual development in the number strand 
continues to grow. I can now target children’s learning more accurately to their needs so 
there is less maths time wasted. 
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Madeline, also working with numeracy coach Brianna, found the big ideas really 
helped her to change her approach to teaching multiplication facts to her Year 3/4 
class. She now emphasises a strategies approach rather than relying on rote learning 
– the students know, for example, that 5 times a number is ‘half of ten of it’ or that 
to find three times a number they can double the number then add on the original 
number. Madeline has talked with many of the parents to explain this new 
approach and says that once she explains the thinking behind a strategies approach 
to the multiplication facts and the benefits for student learning the parents are very 
supportive. This focus on strategies in the learning of multiplication facts is 
consistent with the way that Madeline now encourages students to explain their 
thinking in maths more generally. For example, her class do a short subitising 
activity each day and then explain how they partitioned the numbers to find the 
total. Depending on the way that the objects are arranged students might see 8 
objects as ‘a three and a five’ or ‘two fours’ or ‘two threes and a two’. Students share 
their strategies and soon appreciate that numbers are not fixed, they can be broken 
apart and put back together again and that there are lots of ways to do this. This 
understanding flows into strategies for mental addition so that for example, 18 + 27 
could be 18 + 30 – 3 or 18 + 2 + 25 depending on which mental image is more 
powerful for the individual student.  

Madeline uses the Big Ideas in Number diagnostic tools regularly to identify 
gaps in student learning. Previously, she says, some children were able to ‘hide’ or 
bluff their way along – they appeared to be learning or at least they didn’t stand out 
as not learning. When using one of the diagnostic tools however students cannot 
bluff their way through, she knows what they do or do not understand. Madeline 
finds the Advice section particularly helpful to ensure that she focuses new learning 
appropriately for each student.  

Madeline has reflected back on her introduction to the Big Ideas and says that 
she initially found the new language, terms like subitising, renaming, trusting the 
count, quite daunting but with Brianna’s help she persevered. She now finds it 
easier to have discussions with colleagues because if they talk about ‘renaming’ for 
example they all know what is meant. The students too have enjoyed playing 
around with new language. For example, when working on place value the students 
really enjoyed playing with the language and using made up names like ‘onety-one, 
onety-two’ and so on. 

As an early career teacher Madeline has found working on the Big Ideas in 
Number with the support of a Numeracy Coach to be a huge boost to her 
confidence as a teacher of mathematics. In her first year of teaching in 2009 she 
worried that her lack of confidence with maths would spill over into the learning of 
her students. Now she says, 
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I’m so glad I have worked with the Big Ideas in Number as a young teacher and that it is 
now becoming second nature. When I started teaching I moved on too quickly without 
really building strong foundations of understanding. I can now look at the child not just the 
curriculum. I can target learning to my students’ needs not just teach Year 3 or Year 4. I 
started off dreading maths but now I enjoy teaching maths more than anything. 

Guy is an experienced teacher in a metropolitan primary school with a Year 5/6 
class. Guy and Chris, the Numeracy Coach, have been working together on the Big 
Ideas since late 2009 and over this period they have used the diagnostic tools and 
advice and introduced the students to a range of learning games and activities 
designed to build on students’ immediate learning needs.  

Over time they have developed many other activities that have spring-boarded 
from the original advice. One of these is using the additive strategies cards (see 
Figure 1 below) that are projected on the smart-board.  
 
 
 

    33 18   ? 12      

    22 ?   12 48      

Figure 1. Additive strategies cards (adapted from Siemon, 2006) 

Students record their answers and the way they worked it out. They then share 
their strategies (e.g., doubling, near doubles, make to the nearest ten, number 
splitting and compensating) and discuss the relative efficiency of each. Teachers and 
students invent new and interesting variations of these 4 square problems and as 
students become more efficient the problems become more difficult! 

Since working with the big ideas Guy has placed more emphasis on children 
talking about their maths learning and recording their thinking in as many ways as 
possible. This approach helps develop mathematical language but also as students 
learn about successful approaches from their peers they increase their flexibility in 
working with number. He has implemented a range of classroom strategies and 
protocols to support this emphasis. One example is the use of a laminated A3 sheet 
on which the students record their thinking in words, symbols or diagrams. As this 
work is easily changed or erased students are more inclined to write and record 
than they are on paper or in a maths book. The students can hold up their laminated 
sheets to help explain their thinking to other students and discuss the accuracy and 
efficiency of their strategies.  

Chris and Guy have used some of the Big Ideas in Number diagnostic tools as 
whole class or group activities. For example, an activity they use is called Thinking 
Strings where a student or teacher randomly places a line of magnetic base 10 blocks 
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on the white board as shown. Students then count on in place value parts and 
record their thinking as shown in Figure 2. 
 

 

 

Figure 2. Use of thinking strings and base 10 blocks 

When students are involved in these activities Chris and Guy have opportunities 
to sit with individual students, observe their responses, probe their thinking and 
give immediate constructive feedback.  

In working with the language of the Big Ideas in Number, Guy and Chris have 
become aware that for many students talking about mathematics strategies and 
learning is difficult. These students need explicit scaffolding and support to develop 
their mathematical vocabulary and the confidence to use it in front of their 
classmates.  

The Tasmanian Experience  

Over the past two years interest in improving student outcomes in mathematics has 
grown in many Tasmanian schools. Professional learning focusing on the big ideas 
in number (Siemon, 2006) was seen by the Tasmanian Department of Education as a 
means of focusing teachers’ attention on what is important and to encourage school 
communities to recognise the importance of developing strong foundations in 
number for all strands of the mathematics curriculum.  

Teachers and school mathematics leaders from all parts of the state have 
participated in professional development workshops and there has been a very high 
level of take up of the Assessment for Common Misunderstandings materials sourced 
and used with permission from DEECD. 

Many teachers have been surprised about the misunderstandings their students 
have and they have realised the gaps in student understanding which have 
contributed to poor performance in NAPLAN and other assessments. For example, 
Maree who teaches a grade 5/6 class realised that some of her students could not 
subitise small collections (ACMNA003) and solved all numerical problems by 
counting by ones. This gave her valuable information about where to target her 
teaching with this group of students. Using a flip camera she was able to capture 
some students while they were assessed using the Trust the Count assessment tool 
and the video footage has been used in several professional learning sessions to help 
other teachers unpack the assessment tools and to realise that they too may have 
students who struggle with ideas well below where they might expect them to be in 
an upper primary class.  

          200            240             243              443      445               465       565 
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Amanda who teaches grade 5/6 found that she had students who struggled with 
early ideas in place value. She used the place value tools to probe student 
understanding and the advice from the website to differentiate instruction to 
address the student’s learning needs. Teaching groups were formed to target 
intervention and pre and post testing showed significant gains in student 
understanding. 

Similarly, school mathematics leaders Pam and Sylvia from a large primary 
school note that:  

The big ideas provide our teachers with a focus on the important ideas in mathematics. The 
big ideas leave no doubt about what is sequentially important for students to know and 
understand. They stress the importance of building mental images and visualising 
concepts. The focus is on hands-on learning that promotes deep understanding of maths 
concepts and on building the language of maths. The Assessment for Common 
Misunderstandings tools are being developed into kits and will support teachers in 
assessing students but will also provide teachers with a “where to next?’ for planning for 
learning. The big ideas will underpin our whole school approach document in conjunction 
with the Australian Curriculum. 

With the decision to fully implement the ACM in 2012 in all Tasmanian Schools it 
became obvious that teachers need good pedagogical content knowledge and access 
to assessment tools which support their curriculum decision-making in response to 
student learning needs.   

Curriculum-related assessment information is required for a detailed analysis of students’ 
learning needs. These kinds of data are more useful for the purposes of diagnosing 
students’ learning needs than assessments focused more on identifying normative 
achievement, but not related to the curriculum (Timperley, 2009, p. 22) 

As a consequence, in 2011, 11 schools in one geographic region of the state used 
the big ideas in number and data derived from the associated tools to focus teacher 
professional learning on meeting student learning needs. The best evidence 
synthesis of effective professional learning for teachers (Timperley, 2007) was used 
as a foundation for the project. Teachers adopted an inquiry approach to their 
teaching and professional learning based on identified student needs and data, not 
generic professional learning based on what the Tasmanian Department of 
Education might think teachers need. This approach was framed by an adaptation of 
Timperley’s (2009) teacher inquiry and knowledge-building cycle (see Figure 3) on 
the grounds that while high quality assessment is valuable, “much more is needed 
to improve teaching practice in ways that have a substantive impact on student 
learning” (p. 21). 
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This work will be invaluable in building teacher capacity to focus assessment and 
teach for the depth and understanding which is a key pedagogical underpinning of 
the mathematics curriculum, for example, “it is preferable for students to study 
fewer aspects in more depth rather than studying more aspects superficially” 
(National Curriculum Board, 2009, p. 14). This will also help teachers become more 
aware of the finer detail of the key ideas underpinning the content descriptors in the 
ACM which are often very broad and open to interpretation.  As stated in the Shape 
of the Australian Curriculum: Mathematics (National Curriculum Board, 2009), 
“teachers can make informed classroom decisions interactively if they are aware of 
the development of key ideas” (p. 14). 

John, who is a facilitator/coach in the project and a former secondary 
mathematics teacher, confirms this view when he says: 

the big ideas have focused my thinking around the sequential development of ideas. To 
address the diverse ability range of our students, teachers need to understand how 
mathematical concepts are developed and teachers need to be supported to translate this 
into improved classroom practice. 

His colleague Wendy, with a background in Early Childhood education concurs 
when she reflects on how her work has altered since she has focused on big ideas in 
number: 

Now that I have a deeper understanding of [the] big ideas it has made me more aware of 
the possible misunderstandings that children can have in key areas of number. A huge 
change in my thinking was realising that as an ECE classroom teacher that I hadn't been 
taking children back far enough when designing intervention programs. It was a struggle 
to get them to learn and apply strategies and when faced with solving problems they 
would always count on in ones. 

This has impacted greatly on my messages to ECE teachers now: 

x Spend more time developing mental images especially with subitising tasks (it is 
crucial...then hopefully we won't have children in Grade 6 and beyond still counting 
on in ones!) 

x Teachers of Grade 1 and Grade 2 should spend more time on and give children more 
opportunities for developing Place Value concepts...Counting collections and 
recording the number, bundling etc 
 

As teachers involved in this project further explore the ACM and its focus on the 
four proficiencies, there is potential for re-visiting the big ideas in number in new 
and exciting ways, emphasising the explicit teaching focus for teachers and the 
importance of tasks that are selected to focus on both content descriptors and 
proficiencies. 

Tasmanian schools have seen the potential of teacher professional learning based 
on in-depth knowledge of student understanding of key ideas in number. The big 
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ideas in number provide a valuable framework for exploring questions such as 
“what is important?” “What will give us the greatest leverage in improving student 
outcomes?” Indeed, these big ideas are influencing our small state and engaging 
teachers in new learning for themselves and their students! 
 

Conclusion 
This chapter considered why big ideas have become a focus of attention in recent 
years in relation to the teaching and learning of mathematics and the design of 
school mathematics curriculum. It was suggested that this is a response to evidence 
from international assessments and large-scale numeracy research projects that 
many students in the middle years lack the depth of knowledge needed to critically 
apply mathematics. A focus on ‘big ideas’ and the links between them is needed to 
highlight key ideas and strategies at different levels of schooling, thin-out the 
overcrowded curriculum, and help deepen teacher knowledge and confidence to 
support more targeted teaching approaches. This is particularly the case for 
Number which has been shown to be the area most responsible for the range in 
mathematics achievement in the middle years. 

Not everyone will agree with the notion of big ideas presented here, that is, as 
important organizing frames for thinking about and working with mathematics 
without which student progress in mathematics will be seriously impacted. This 
view motivated the choice of the big ideas in number used to inform the design of 
the Assessment for Common Misunderstandings materials, five of which are considered 
in the chapter, namely, trusting the count, place-value, multiplicative thinking, 
partitioning, and proportional reasoning. While these provided a useful lens to 
examine the ACM it would be naïve to think that a national mathematics 
curriculum could be organised in terms of these big ideas. Curricula serve many 
purposes and have many audiences but it is not unreasonable to suggest that in 
implementing the ACM and thinking about the type of professional learning 
needed to support a 21st century mathematics curriculum, serious consideration be 
given to these overarching themes and how these relate to and help connect the 
many seemingly disjointed behaviours that inevitably have to be listed in a 
document such as the ACM. 

 The South Australian and Tasmanian experiences of using the tools to inform 
and better target teaching practice indicate that a focus on the big ideas in Number 
‘works’. ‘It’s not rocket science’ - teacher feedback on the use of the tools report 
significant improvements in student engagement and progress where student 
learning needs in relation to a small number of ‘really big ideas’ in Number are 
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more accurately identified and the teaching is more closely targeted to meeting 
those needs. 
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